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Islam is one of the fastest-growing; religions in New Zealand, with over 1000 reverts in
the last 20 years and of those, more than a quarter of those who identified were
Māori according to the 2013 census data1. Although there are many mosques and
community centres that accommodate and welcome these newly reverts, there is
nothing that truly symbolizes the authentic New Zealand culture like a marae would.
This can be added to how a majority of mosques have historically been set up by ethnic
Gujarati Indian and more recently Fijian Indians. The functions of a mosque and a marae

are precisely the same in the sense of prayer, reflection, and communal gathering.
There are differences, however, specifically in how women are represented. As many
mosques are inherently reflected regions such as Turkey and the Middle East, there is
no sense of it being reflected in New Zealand. Much like how Christians embedded
Māori design principles in churches throughout New Zealand, can ‘kiwi’ Muslims do the
same with their places of worship and learning?

1Rabah

Saoud, "Introduction to Islamic Architecture | Muslim Heritage," Muslim Heritage |
Discover the Golden Age of Muslim Civilisation, last modified October 12, 2002,
http://muslimheritage.com/article/introduction-islamic-architecture.
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How can women reverts to Islam be better introduced to ritual and practise of prayer through architecture within the New Zealand context.
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A

Ablution – An act of washing and purifying oneself.
Alimah – A woman who is knowledged in Islam
Arabic – Language spoken in the Middle East and North Africa
Azan – Prayer call

B

Bismillah – In the name of God

C

Congregation – A group of people assembled for religious worshipping

D

Da’ Wah – Sharing and educating others with the Islamic faith.

F
H

I
J

Fianz – Federation of Islamic association New Zealand
Fiji Palau – Subset of palau or biriyani which is the most straightforward dish to make for a large number of people
Five Pillars Of Islam – The five bases of the Islamic faith which every muslim should follow, these include: Faith, prayer, almsgiving, fasting and the pilgrimage to Mecca.
Haddith – A collections of sayings from the Phophet Muhammad which is considered a major source of guidance after the Quran.
Hafiz - A man who has learned the Quran and is knowledged in Islam
Hajj - Muslim Pilgrimage to Mecca which should be done by every Muslim at least once in their lifetime
Halal –Permissible by God
Haram – Not permissible by god
Hijab - It is the principle of modesty and includes behaviour as well as dress for both males and females, most common version of a hijab is a head covering scarf
Hanafi – of or relating to an orthodox school of Sunni Muslim jurisprudence
Hafizah – A woman who has memorized the Quran of by heart
Imam – An Islamic priest, a person who leads a prayer in a mosque which has to be a male
Iwi – tribe
Jamaat – Gathering
Jamaati – People who attend Islamic gatherings
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M
N
P
Q
R
S

T

Maulana - a Muslim man, revered for his religious learning
Milad – Celebration of the Prophets birthday
Miladi – People who believe in celebrating and congregating in Milad as it happens often
Nikah – Muslim wedding ceremony
Nzma – New Zealand Muslim Association
Prayer mat – A mat placed in the direction of qibla for one to perform prayer on

Qibla – The direction of prayer which leads towards Mecca.
Quran – Islamic sacred book known to be the word of god dictated by the prophet Muhammad

Ramadan - the ninth month of the Muslim year, during where fasting is observed from dawn to sunset.
Reverts – A person who has converted to Islamic faith.
Salah/Salat – Prayer
SAMA – South Auckland Muslim Association
Shia - that rejects the first three Sunni caliphs and regards Ali, the fourth caliph, as Muhammad's first true successor.
Sheik – A leader in the Muslim community or organization
Sunni - the larger of the two main branches of Islam, its conception of religious leadership, and its acceptance of the first three caliphs and who directly practice
sunnah.
Sunnah – Acts of the prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
Surf Carpet – Carpet Laid in the mosque to distinguish the direction towards qibla.
Taraweh prayer – Prayer conducted during the month of Ramadan in the evenings
Tikanga – Practices and protocols
Tukutuku panels – Panels used for decoration
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Z

Urdu - Is an laungaue from the indain subcontinent that is closely realated to Hindi. Both laugagues apper to be same languae. While Urdu borrows words from Arabic
and Perian, Hindi borrows words from Sanskrit. It is therefore recoginsed that Urdu is the Islamic language of the Indian sub-contient.

Waita – Song in Māori
Wharekai – A dining room or hall in a Māori settlement or marae.
Wharenui – Meeting House
Wudu - ritual washing to be performed in preparation for prayer and worship
Zakat – Charity; which is also compulsory for working Muslims
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Figure 1: The Holy Quran on a prayer mat(Photo by Serezniy)

There are some 800,000,000 Muslims in the world today-representing a vast span of geographic and cultural
area1. Muslims are required to follow the sacred pillars of Islam, which includes praying five times a day, fasting
during Ramadan and the Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca once in their lifetime and charity.1 Mosques embody the pillars
of Islam by providing services like prayer, a place to donate, and a place to break one's fast during the month of
Ramadan.1 The women in Islam are always treated unequally when it comes to praying in congregation in a
mosque due to many factors.
This project aims to accommodate the female Muslim community with a facility that is more welcoming and
represents the cultural context. New Zealand positions itself as a multicultural society and has welcomed other
cultures by having monuments such as mosques, temples, and churches.1 This project plans on implementing
contextual references to reflect the countries indigenous and colonial culture to potentially provide a pathway
for the outside community to feel more welcome by the Islamic faith.
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Muslims In New Zealand
In New Zealand, most mosques are male-dominated due to the Indian subcontinent
specific cultural practices. It prescribes a method in which women are not required to
visit mosques, while men are encouraged to go pray in congregation.2 This is reflected
through the size of a prayer hall dedicated to each gender. Usually the male portion is
always more substantial and then the women’s prayer hall and in some mosques
women don’t get a prayer hall but are offered a smaller room or building that doesn’t
match the prestige of the male’s prayer hall. This research aims to create a Sunni Islamic
centre; as a mosque will need an imam to lead prayers and since this will be for women
only that is not possible, and give women a desirable and visually appealing place of
worship and hope to encourage Muslim women to find solace amongst their fellow

sisters. Due to this Islamic centre being constructed in New Zealand which is not an
Islamic country, this centre will also try to respectfully design a building which
accommodates both the New Zealand cultural and Islamic religious needs.
This research paper aims to design an Islamic women’s centre on Balmoral road,
Sandrigham; For every ethnicity and race who would like to educate themselves
about Islam. Not only will this be an educational and spiritual realm; the facility will
have other functions that are relevant to women in their everyday lives.

Yusuf Al-Qaradawi, "The Status of Women in Islam," IUPUI, last modified August 16,
2011, http://www.iupui.edu/~msaiupui/qaradawistatus.html.

2
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Aim 1:
What building attributes create an inclusive women Islamic architecture space?
Objectives to the question:
a) To understand if there are male or female-specific features and or functions within Islamic architecture and practice.
b) To understand what makes a space inclusive or exclusive.
c) To understand what makes a space more neutral and inviting.

Aim 2:
What is needed to make a safe environment for learning, socialising, and worshiping.
Objectives to the question:
a) To understand what makes a safe place.
b) To understand what makes a good learning space.
c) To understand what is to give Islamic women equal rights.

Aim 3:
How Islamic architecture fits within the New Zealand context.
Objectives to the question:
a) To understand the combining of culture and religion – architecturally.
b) To understand what is religious architecture.
c) To understand what is the New Zealand architectural context.
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Figure 2: Knowledge already known before conducting this research about Men & Women in Islam (Photo by author)

This project is about giving women a desirable and visually appealing place of
worship and encouraging Muslim women to find solace amongst their fellow
sisters. This project is not about not making a further secular divide but rather an
inclusive area where women are the focus but with allowance for both genders to
be entitled to their rights.

found in Māori architecture, such as form, craft, and design principles, however,
need to be respected as it will form the basis of how this project will integrate these
customs into the design considerately.
Another aspect that needs to be taken into consideration is to ensure that this project
does not offend or cause cultural offense to any entity or individual. Many non-Māori
architects and artists are using Māori narratives and bodies in their work without
realizing its accurate representation. An example would be the new Pacifica building
that is being constructed in Britomart. They state, “Location and culture are central to
the architectural culture of the Pacifica.”4 On the building, they have placed a
“contemporary koru” with no cultural reasoning purely because it is “Māori culture.”

A limitation of the research will be the disconnect between the different religious
laws and the difference in Muslim and Māori cultural customs. Therefore, the focus
of the work undertaken will look at the similarities and cohesion between different
communities. The limitation of the miss-use of Māori art and artefacts will also be
avoided because of the inherent symbols, folklore, cuisine, traditional medicine,
dance, music, and dress3 is all prohibited in Islam. Aspects and attributes that are

Maggie Asplet, "Cultural designs in New Zealand souvenir clothing: the question of
authenticity," ," Tourism Management 21, no. 3 (June 2000): 6.

3

4 "About," Welcome to The Pacifica Apartments. Luxurious Apartments, last modified
October 31, 2018, https://www.thepacifica.co.nz/.
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The precedents used to help create the Islamic centre are placed into groups, as many
different mosques around the world have different focuses. These five groups can be
broken up into the following mosque or religious building types: ones that don’t carry
the typical visual cues of a mosque or religious building, mosques that use extravagant
materiality, apparent religious and culture architecture, religious buildings that are of
an essential simplicity in design and function and lastly ones that incorporate Māori
design principles in the design process. All of these groups are also principals that can
be translated into the women’s centre. From these groups, it will be evident as to what
is relevant and what is acceptable in terms of mosque architecture, traditional
aesthetics, and ones that differentiate themselves from the rest of the mosques. Also,
apparent will be ones that are compulsory and have a function vs. ones that are just
used aesthetically to identify a mosque and most importantly, the mosques that suitably
adapt themselves to the context.

To design a women’s space, the literature review will need to address and fully
understand the issues and concepts.
Firstly, the functional attributes that make up a women’s space. Considering there is not
always a women’s space dedicated, there will be many attributes that can be
introduced. What also needs to be taken into account is which functions are allowed
and what are not allowed in a women’s congregational space. Secondly, what is
required to make a safe and equal environment for learning, socializing, and
worshipping. By addressing these attributes, the women in the Islamic centre will feel
secure and included, as the secular gender divide that is prevalent in the Islamic society
means that most mosques and centres are exclusive in New Zealand. Finally,
understanding religious architecture and how it fits within the New Zealand context.This
is important, as the Islamic centre will be required to be viewd from Islamic, Europeran and Maori
perspectives. . In saying this, however, both cultures need to be respected, and their own

Due to there being a lack of women Islamic centres around the world, this project will
be able to lead by example and create facilities around the world that offers not only a
comfortable place of worship for women, but additionally a place for them to express
themselves freely beyond the hijab. Another small step that would make women feel
equal is by glorifying the women’s section of any mosque or centre and not diminishing
it by making it smaller or less grand compared to the men.

cultural and societal needs must be taken into consideration to avoid any offense.

.
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This project is multifaceted and overlaps many topics and issues. It is a mixture of
Islamic architecture and traditional New Zealand architecture which creates a
respectful and accepting place of worship for Muslim women.
In order to successfully generate a design solution, a study of the literature on
different topics is needed. These topics included:
Islamic history and theories that are involved in building a mosque
The programme that determines what and where is placed in a mosque
due to the religious rules
Hopes and aspirations of the Women in Islam who want to be treated
equally as the men in a mosque or Islamic centre
The culture that resides in each community which can sometimes
overrule the religious rules
The planning regulations in terms of what is allowed and not allowed in
Islam, for example, the qibla is something which cannot be changed.
Therefore when planning the prayer space, this must be taken into
account.
These topics all give insights into how women are treated in a mosque; the main
issues reside in male authority or cultural rules that overrule the religious riles.
Precedents studies in different groups was done to establish a wide range of
religious buildings to compare and contrast what could work in this women’s
Islamic centre.
Analysis of the site and landscaping helped us understand the public and private
spaces which would contribute to the form of keeping the site private for women
especially those who wish to take off their hijab in the centre and the
surroundings to showcase how available the site is.
This methodology is, in part, taking the form of a literature review, precedent
reviews, case studies of mosques in Auckland, and site analysis.
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Figure 3: Women praying in congregartion (Photo by Radwa)

This project is multifaceted and overlaps many topics and issues. It is the mixture of both Islamic architecture and traditional New
Zealand architecture, which creates a respectful and accepting place of worship for Muslim women. In order to successfully
generate a design solution, a study of the literature in different topics was needed. These topics included:
-

Islamic history and theories that are involved in building a mosque
The programme that determines what is placed in a mosque, and where due to the religious rules
Hopes and aspirations of the Women in Islam who want to be treated as equally as the men in a mosque or Islamic centre
The culture that resides in each community, which can sometimes overrule the religious rules
The planning regulations in terms of what is and what is not allowed in Islam, for example, the qibla is something which
cannot be changed. Therefore, when planning the prayer space, this must be taken into account.

These topics all give insights into how women are treated in a mosque; the main issues reside in male authority or cultural rules
that overrule the religious rights. Precedent studies in different groups was done to establish a wide range of religious buildings to
compare and contrast what could work in this womens Islamic centre.Analysis of the site and landscaping helped us understand
the public and private spaces which would contribute to the form on keeping the site private. This is especially important for
woman who wish to take off their hijab in the centre and the surroundings to showcase how convenient the site is.
This methodology is, in part, taking the form of a literature review, precedent reviews, case studies of mosques in Auckland and
site analysis.
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Segregation between men and women during prayer

Prayer

Generally speaking, in Islam, the function of praying, food preparation, and ablution
spaces are the same.5 There is no gender difference. In areas that both genders
congregate in, problems are complying with Islamic rules.

The men are separated from the woman during the practice of salat; this is because
of the way they perform the ritual9. Depending on the school of thought, there are
different rules and practises, with various aspects being more relaxed than others10.
Some break up the sacraments differently. The Indians, for example, are generally
Hanafi and they believe strictly in only the Quran and hadith whereas the North
Africans who are Maniki also considers the opinions of the people of Medina to be
a liable source of Islamic law11. The walking in front of someone (Figure 4) who is
praying individually, is not permissible12. Therefore, portable or fixed screens are
often used to divide the space. However, when praying in a group, it is permissible
to walk in front of people for specific reasons.13 In the women's only spaces, there
is no need for partitions to divide the genders within the prayer hall. However, they
can be used to separate the spaces to create flexible spaces for individual prayer
and teaching.

One aspect would be concerning how women and men need to be separated while
performing salat6. There are instances, however, where both genders can
congregate together when certain conditions, function, or formalities are met; for
example, a husband and wife can pray together7. The problem with these spaces,
specifically in New Zealand, is the dedicated male areas are unproportionably sized
and ornate when compare to the female space. This is because the mosques are
culturally driven, based on how Islamic gender practices dictate mosque design
within the Indian subcontinent. This design can be unfair because it restricts or
alienates women from other cultural perspectives.
Partition screens are usually used to segregate men and women. They are used to
divide spaces to allow specific praying protocols to be observed in correlation to
the movement of people within a prayer space.8

"The Social System and Morality of Islam," Middle East Institute, last modified July 13,
2016, https://www.mei.edu/publications/social-system-and-morality-islam
6 "The Social System and Morality of Islam".
7 "The Social System and Morality of Islam”.
8 Bill Khan, Democracy and Islam: Two Systems of Governance, 164.
9 Khan, 164.

Khan, 164.
"Sunni Islam," Oxford Islamic Studies Online - Oxford Islamic Studies Online, last modified
2019, http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com/article/opr/t125/e2280
12 "Sunni Islam”.
13 "Sunni Islam".
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Figure 4: How a partition works (Photo by author)
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the surahs, and reading the Quran15. Although the practices are shared, the genders
are still divided. In the Quran and the hadith in surah 440, it explains (Figure 5) :

Both genders share their own practices in the mosque, but there are religious
methods that are shared between both sexes14. These include the way to perform
a prayer, the ritual of washing oneself before carrying out a prayer, how to recite

Figure 5: Quote from the Quran (Photo by Amina Elias)

“The best rows for men are the first two rows, and that worst are the last two ones,
and the best rows for women are the last two rows, and the worst ones are the first
rows.” The prophet Muhammad also ordered that mosques have separate
entrances to avoid the genders crossing paths which prevented free mixing, which
is not permitted in Islam16.

In an Islamic centre for women only, there will no need to divide the spaces for each
gender, but the spaces can be separated for other uses beyond the expectations of
a mosque or centre. Examples of this would be a kitchen to cook for iftar, a
designated sleeping area for the sisters in the last ten days of Ramadan, a shop
selling Islamic women attire, and a library.

"How and Why Muhammad Made a Difference," Pew Research Centre's Religion & Public
Life Project, last modified May 1, 2013, https://www.pewforum.org/2006/05/22/how-andwhy-muhammad-made-a-difference/.
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"How and Why Muhammad Made a Difference”.
"How and Why Muhammad Made a Difference”.

Factors that influence a Mosque or Islamic centre
educating everyone on how to read and understand it, Arabic can become a
universal language every Muslim will be able to understand and not just read.

Although religion and culture are entirely different things, the two seem to get
mixed up; in a religious space, when a culture starts to dictate or overrule the
religious rules of the sacred space. This can start to cause discomfort for an
individual who is not a part of that specific cultural circle which drives a space; in
this instance an Islamic centre or mosque.

Social factors, learning programmes, spacial considerations, the intersection
between ethnicity, language, religious orientation, gender class all impact on the
strictness of a mosque or Islamic centre21. These can be all factors for women to
attend or not attend a particular centre22. The different views and cultural teachings
of the same religious spaces propose that personal orientations or preferences
between the many ways of reciting, performing the prayer and directing the Islamic
lessons and classes also shape the women’s mental mapping of religious spaces23.
This, in turn, becomes a part of the decision they make about which community or
centre to attend24. It is on this basis how cultural groups and communities are
formed25. However, this same methodology is what starts to make a mosque or
centre exclusive or intimidating when every sacred space should be inclusive and
inviting. The feelings usually determine the choice of a sacred space and the
emotions the spaces stir. By having a neutral space with no cultural expectations, a
variety of different learning programmes to accommodate each individual's
learning requirements are met, as everyone learns differently and to acknowledge
each individual's madhab. Women from different backgrounds and areas will all
come together as one to assemble, worship, and educate themselves under one
roof. Though these issues do occur, it should not be the decision-maker for not just
women but for anyone to attend a mosque or centre, where the primary focus
should be the connection to god.

Culture can start to become a barrier for women to attend a specific mosque as
issues such as language barriers begin to arise17. Usually in a New Zealand mosque,
most of the programs which are delivered at a gathering are in Urdu, which is not a
language that is understood by every culture18. Other issues by having a culturally
specific mosque are that it starts to affect many other factors of the mosque, such
as the management and the rules and regulations19. Some cultures believe women
are not allowed at the mosque at all, where others encourage women to come and
congregate20. In a mosque or an Islamic centre in New Zealand, the only language
that should be present in Arabic, as it is the Islamic language and English as New
Zealand is a western country. By doing this, women will not choose a mosque or
centre based on dialect or other cultural factors. An observation was made when
conducting the case studies of the madrassa classes in Auckland mosques that most
mosques taught the students how to read Arabic, but not to understand it. By

Rachel Woodlock, "Praying Where They Don't Belong: Female Muslim Converts and
Access to Mosques in Melbourne, Australia, “Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs 30, no. 2
(August 2010): 265,
18 Woodlock, 265.
19 Woodlock, 267.
20 Woodlock, 268.

Synnøve K.N. Bendixsen, "Making Sense of the City: The Religious Spaces of Young
Muslim Women in Berlin," The Religious Identity of Young Muslim Women in Berlin,
2013, 94,
22 K.N Bendixsen, 96.
23 K.N Bendixsen, 96.
24 K.N Bendixsen, 97.
25 K.N Bendixsen, 97.
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Viewing a Muslim space as a “site of practice” is how women create a religious
self26.
The main essentials needed in an Islamic site of practice are: a prayer space with
the mats facing the direction in which to pray, ablution for one to wash themselves
before performing a prayer, a bookshelf to keep the Quran and other religious
books and if based in a public place, for example, an airport or university, an area
to place the shoes needs to be considered27( Figure 6).
Other valuable spaces can be added to enhance a women’s experience in a mosque.
Examples of this are a library for women to educate themselves outside of
madrassa, classes where they learn to understand and speak Arabic, a kitchen
where there can be cooking classes or activities to bring women from different
communities together as one and childcares for working women or single mothers.
By ensuring that these essentials and other contributing spaces are present and
emphasized in an Islamic centre and mosque, will guarantee women can become a
religious self in a place of worship.

Synnøve K.N. Bendixsen, "Making Sense of the City: The Religious Spaces of Young
Muslim Women in Berlin," The Religious Identity of Young Muslim Women in Berlin,
2013, 96,
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K.N Bendixsen, 96.

Figure 6: Main attributes a mosque needs (Photo by author)
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Spaces and rituals in a Mosque or Islamic Centre

food30(Figure 7). Experiences women have outside the mosque can be taken
into consideration as well, to look at including other facilities women in the
community need that can also be added to the mosque or the centre, for
example, a women’s only gym, day-care centres for mothers when they are
praying or working31.

To create a safe environment for Islamic women in New Zealand, it is crucial
to understand the social and cultural experiences one goes through in a
westernized country like New Zealand, in terms of space rather than place28.
To understand the placement of spaces and the process of going to the
mosques step by step will help identify the spacial story of a mosque/Islamic
centre29. When entering a mosque or centre the first step is to remove
footwear, then one is required to wash and purify themselves before
performing prayer, perform prayer, then depending on the occasion either
go home, socialise with the fellow sisters or get ready to serve

By mapping out the spaces in the order of events and glorifying the main
functions, it will make it easier for women to create their spacial stories as
the area will seem familiar. This, in turn, creates an accustomed and secure
space and by adding additional functional spaces will encourage women to
come to the mosque not only to assemble, but to make their everyday lives
more comfortable and peaceful, which is what Islam preaches.

Synnøve K.N. Bendixsen, "Making Sense of the City: The Religious Spaces of Young Muslim
Women in Berlin," The Religious Identity of Young Muslim Women in Berlin, 2013, 107,

K.N Bendixsen, 109.
K.N Bendixsen, 109.
31 K.N Bendixsen, 109.
29
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Figure 7: Steps for going to the mosque (Photo by author)

Christchurch attacks

Due to the tragic events that happened in Christchurch on March 15th, 2019,
the security for all Islamic centres and mosques have been heightened32.
On March 15th 51 innocent Muslims were killed and 50 injured in a terror
attack at the Al Noor mosque and Linwood mosque in Christchurch33. A
white supremacist entered the mosque and was greeted by one of the
worshippers attending Friday prayers and started shooting every Muslim in
sight34. This tragic event started to create awareness that what the media
portrays the Islamic religion as is not true – that Islam is about peace35. This
also brought the country together as one; many people started to learn
more about Islam and wanted to revert to the religion36. Jacinda Ardern, the
female prime minister of New Zealand, was given a lot of recognition and
support as she helped the many Muslims who had to face the consequences
of this disaster with funds, emotional support and by changing the gun
laws37 (Figure 8).
Because of this, Friday prayers are always guarded by police officers to
ensure that Muslims feel safe in their place of worship. Building an Islamic
centre in a central, public area close to hospitals and police stations will help
create a secure environment and will ensure that if the ladies or any brother
or sister needs help, that it is close by. Also, the community could start
communal surveillance parties to guard the mosques to make it easier for
the police.

Figure 8: Jacinda Ardern speaking about the Christchurch Attacks (Photo by Rick Frausto)

Pacific Media Centre, "Christchurch Terrorism Attacks: NZ’s Darkest Hour – Friday, March
15, 2019," February 19, 2016, https://eveningreport.nz/2019/03/19/christchurchterrorism-attacks-nzs-darkest-hour-friday-march-15-2019/
33 Pacific Media Centre, "Christchurch Terrorism Attacks: NZ’s Darkest Hour”

Pacific Media Centre, "Christchurch Terrorism Attacks: NZ’s Darkest Hour”
Pacific Media Centre, "Christchurch Terrorism Attacks: NZ’s Darkest Hour”
36 Pacific Media Centre, "Christchurch Terrorism Attacks: NZ’s Darkest Hour”
37 Pacific Media Centre, "Christchurch Terrorism Attacks: NZ’s Darkest Hour”
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Underlying an important issue – why are women often not allowed to pray
at the mosque like the men.
Having more liberal leaders and teachers who are aware of the changing times and
are more understanding will eliminate the barriers which restrict women from
coming to the mosque. Not only this, they will preach and remove the corruption
caused by cultural factors. In a women’s only centre, the issue of immodesty will
not arise as women can unveil themselves in front of other women.

As times are changing, so are the social, educational, and political changes in the
world38. Liberals are encouraging and trying to welcome women back into the
mosque, whereas the elders are not so open with women attending the mosque39.
Nowhere in the Quran or hadith does it state that women aren’t allowed at the
mosque but the prophet Muhammad said: “I know that you women love to pray
with me, but praying in your inner rooms is better for you than praying In your house,
and praying in your house is better for you that praying in your courtyard, and
praying in your courtyard is better for you than praying in your local mosque, and
praying in your local mosque is better for you than praying in my mosque”40, which
explains that women are rewarded more by praying at home, encouraging women
to stay home rather than attending the mosque. After the prophet's death,
worshippers then started to restrict women from attending the mosque, as they
were beginning to dress immodestly and were not being conductive to their purity
spreading corruption and fear between the genders41(Figure 9) describes different
levels of modesty. While men can have moderate modesty within a mosque, the
rules for women are the opposite; they need to be very modest in comparison to
men.

Architectural factors can also improve the learning process of an individual.
Research has proved that the exposure of natural light helps the human body to
normalize the production of the hormone melatonin – which helps to set a person’s
body clock assisting aspects in liking sleep patterns and digestion42. Natural light
also helps to kindle the body’s production of serotonin which is a contributor to
well-being and happiness43. Indoor air quality is another factor which contributes
to an individual’s learning44. Having uncomfortable temperatures in a space can
distract students and affect how they perform. Having it too warm would make it
unbearable, whereas having it too cold could make pupils ill45. The Islamic centre
needs to consider the environmental factor to create a safe learning space. Sun,
wind direction and Auckland’s inclement weather patterns are factors which will be
required to be accommodated and allowed for.

Zakia Soman Noorjehan Safia Niaz, Reclaiming Sacred Spaces: Muslim Women’s Struggle
for Entry into Haji Ali Dargah (Chennai: Notion Press, 2017), 26.
39 Noorjehan Safia Niaz, Reclaiming Sacred Spaces: Muslim Women’s Struggle for Entry into
Haji Ali Dargah, 26.

Peter Barret, "The Impact of Classroom Design on Pupils' Learning: Final Results
Of a holistic, Multi-level Analysis," ScienceDirect.com | Science, Health and Medical
Journals, Full Text Articles and Books, last modified July 2015,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360132315000700
43 Baret, "The Impact of Classroom Design on Pupils' Learning: Final Results Of a holistic,
Multi-level Analysis".
44 Baret, "The Impact of Classroom Design on Pupils' Learning: Final Results Of a holistic,
Multi-level Analysis".
45 Baret, "The Impact of Classroom Design on Pupils' Learning: Final Results Of a holistic,
Multi-level Analysis".
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Gender Equality in Islam
Over time women have become disfavoured and have not been entitled to their
rights given to them by the Holy Quran due to cultural influences and the traditions
of male authority.46
In the Quran in surah 4:34 it states that men are “in charge” as they are the
protectors of the women as God has given preference to one over another as men
are to provide support for women from their means and therefore women are
obedient47. Factors like dominance and cultural expectations make men feel like
they overrule women48. However, they tend to forget that even though that is said,
women are denied their equal rights and responsibilities, especially in the realm of
religion49. An example in an Arab country would be an area of work; unequal pay,
in some regions women cannot work in the company of men or lack of childcare
facilities which means the women has no choice but to stay home50. This attitude
applies only to the more conservative thinkers that move over to westernized
countries like New Zealand but still keep the backward thinking51. Male honour
relies on the behaviours of the women, and this is what slows down the
advancement of women; both Muslim and non-Muslim52. By giving women
opportunities to advance means the weakening of male authority over them, which
again is a cultural, not religious issue53. Instead of having only male leaders, more
women leaders should be introduced to the communities to run Islamic centres or
the female section of a mosque, like the women’s mosque of America which is only
dedicated to women. Conservative thinkers believe that women cannot be leaders,
but with time and as more liberal people are starting to take charge, women are
getting the opportunities to step up and be a part of groups like the NZMA. By giving
women the feeling of empowerment and importance, they will be able to voice out
the opinions of the Muslim women community, as it can be difficult for an Islamic
female to discuss specific issues with a male imam; especially those who are very
conventional. By doing so, this will help promote and tackle the problems of gender
equality.
Figure 9: Female & male dressing, modest – unmodest (Photo by author)
Jane I. Smith, "Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural
Order," Journal of the American Academy of ReligionXLVII, no. 4 (1979): 517.
47 Smith, " Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural Order," 517.
48 Smith, " Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural Order," 518.
49 Smith, " Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural Order," 519.

Smith, " Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural Order," 520.
Smith, " Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural Order," 520.
52 Smith, " Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural Order," 521.
53 Smith, " Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural Order," 523.
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so that it could be the symbol of the kiwi or even the koru60. Thirdly is the power of
story; like symbols, stories need to be told which can be about individuals and
groups, past and present events61. Finally, an agreement on what is right, wrong
and accepted in society; in other words, the society's idea of a “good life."

What defines a religion
Since the Christchurch attacks, the studies of the Islamic religion in world politics
increased and created awareness. To determine how to build a successful religious
building, it is crucial to investigate the main elements that define a religion.
Four elements would define a religion. Firstly God and forces, beings are sometimes
understood as God or Gods, sometimes as symbolic beings from the past or another
power beyond the physical realm; for Muslims its Allah54. Secondly the sacred
symbols - although “faith” is associated with the belief that is often unseen, the holy
symbols throughout time has needed to be seen, touched, or smelt by humans as
these senses are a portal to the spirit, for example in Islam the Quran55. Thirdly, the
sacred stories which connect the past, future, and present. These stories are usually
based on significant figures, i.e., the Prophet Muhammad, events and ideas from
the past beliefs about the future, for example, judgement day56. Finally, a
community that worships and acts together57. Architecture is the art and science of
organising a space. Islamic religious architecture is a source of holy tradition,
spreading calligraphy, sacred symbols and scriptures from physical space to
explaining the Islamic stories and surahs; therefore, the goal of this type of
architecture is to replace the human presence of God to make it a sacred space.
Mosque architects tend to represent mosques as a spacial story of gods verses and
sacred stories by making sure that these religious attributes tie in with the building,
ensuring that it will successfully reflect on Islamic ethical values.

How to combine religion and culture successfully

Similarly to religion, the defining factors of culture need to be addressed
respectfully. For example, modern-day Marae are not what they used to be 100
years ago. They reflect the changes in society over time and space, so they have
changed their operation from a singular purpose in historical format, to a modernday multifunction facility that reflects the current society’s needs.
Considering we are bringing the architectural presence from another country, to
respect the New Zealand landscape and culture it would be appropriate to fit the
Islamic building into the New Zealand architectural context by merging both a
religion and a culture together62. The elements between religion and culture are
quite similar. Today a whole religion does not incorporate an entire society, and no
society follows one set of sacred principles and practises63. However, on the other
hand in some environments, religious identity can be more meaningful than any
other cultural element; possibly the most useful approach; that is why it is valuable
and vital to see the components of religion and culture interacting together
successfully and respectfully64. Fusing religion and culture has been done in
architecture many times, especially with religious monuments as different religions
base themselves in other countries, for example, the Rangitea Church in New
Zealand and the Nuijiie mosque in China. By examining the positives and negatives
in each precedent, examining how to fuse religion and culture will become more
evident.

What defines a culture
Māori culture is what defines New Zealand58. To understand Māori culture, the true
meaning of culture needs to be identified. The many definitions of culture showcase
the real value for understanding the social world around us. There are four main
elements of culture. Firstly, the typical life that’s practised throughout society,
whether it is every day or shared living59. Secondly is the symbols of identity;
building and understanding signs is an activity in every community for New Zealand
John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture," E-International Relations, last modified January 8,
2017, https://www.e-ir.info/2017/01/08/religion-and-culture/
55 John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
56 John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
57 John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
58 John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
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John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
61 John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
62 John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
63 John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
64 John A. Rees, "Religion and Culture”
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Defining New Zealand Architecture
Defining NZ architecture will help determine what the aspects that will showcase
NZ culture the best are65.
Before Europeans discovered new Zealand, all the buildings constructed in NZ by
the native Māori were all semi-permanent, as the natives were always on the move
hunting for food66. Everything was fabricated from nature; wooden frames, reeds,
and leaves which were used as mats to cover them (Figure 10). Although New
Zealand belonged to the Māori, when the British started taking over the
architecture began to reflect European architectural forms67. Eventually the British
and Māori began to conflicting, and this was due to the introduction of the meeting
house known in Māori as the wharenui or marae68. The reason there was conflict
was because the Marae incorporated European materials and techniques and
started to compete with other religious buildings with purpose and scale69. Māori
started to carve and decorate the whares with their traditional designs of patakas,
tukus and war canoes, which are sources of New Zealand identity in a time where
the Māori culture was trying to be diminished70 (Figure 11).

Figure 10: Olden Day Marae (Photo by Pure New Zealand)

Figure 11: Marae today (Photo by Hillary & John Mitchell

Bill Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects (www.nzia.co.nz), last
modified 2015, https://www.nzia.co.nz/explore/comment/the-story-up-to-now
66 Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”.
67 Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”.

Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”.
Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”
70 Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”.
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architecture74. Today, architects are continually trying to engage with Māori in the
design processes through many methods to create monuments that genuinely
symbolise the country, as they feel that throughout time, the Māori culture is being
forgotten75. Similarly to a mosque, a marae is divided into essential parts and reads
its own spacial story like this. There are many similarities between a mosque and
marae that can be used to create this religiously cultural monument while
respecting both New Zealand culture and the religion Islam.

Every settlement has its marae, which reflects and showcases the family's ancestral
history and background71. A marae is separated into four parts; a waiting area and
welcoming space, the atea which is the marae grounds, wharekai, and then the
actual meeting house; a marae is not just a building anymore; it is a whole
site72(Figure 12). These four crucial architectural forms are the most significant in
characterising New Zealand and Māori architecture and culture73. Because of this
cultural use, timber is now definitely recognised as an iconic material in NZ

Figure 12: Layout of a Marae (Photo by author)

Bill Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects (www.nzia.co.nz), last
modified 2015, https://www.nzia.co.nz/explore/comment/the-story-up-to-now
72 Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”.

Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”.
Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”.
75 Mckay, "The Story Up to Now," NZ Institute of Architects”.
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Figure 13: Dome & minaret (Photo by author)

Defining Islamic architecture
As similar as a mosque and a marae are to each other, there are also many
differences which conflict with each other’s beliefs81. The functions of a mosque
and a marae are similar and serve as a place for worship, education, and lodging.
They both are the heart of the Māori/Islamic culture; where people come together
and attend congregational prayers which strengthens the bond between them82. In
terms of design principles, there are many differences. Firstly Māori carvings consist
of ancestral faces, and in Islam, one cannot perform prayer in front of images of
faces83. Secondly, in a wharenui, men and women can be together; however, in
mosque, men and women are separated84(Figure 14). With these differences, there
are also some similarities like the craft of making and the reciting of prayer through
Waita for Māori and praying. The things that the Islamic religion prohibits needs to
be carefully examined when incorporating the Māori culture in design. Although
tuku faces are not permitted, it can be replaced with koru and canoe designs
instead of representing the Māori culture in an Islamic architectural piece.

To be able to mix the Māori culture and Islamic architecture successfully, it is
essential to understand what defines Islamic architecture.
An Islamic centre or mosque should be able to be identified quickly and easily by
many of its occupants as possible. This means having recognisable and popular
aspects of Islamic architecture from all around the world featured because Islamic
architecture is one of the essential mechanisms through which Muslim
communities have made their presence known to themselves and the wider
society76. Islamic architecture has also been referred to as the “architecture of the
veil,” where the interior is where the beauty lies77. The main features of a mosque
that have continued throughout time are the dome and the minaret (Figure 13),
which shows how significant the visual elements are to the Muslim community78.
Symbols like these characterize Islamic architecture for both Muslims and nonMuslims. Mosques by different cities differ in design approach as they tend to echo
their place of origin79. An example of this is the mosques built by the Turkish
community comprise of Ottoman architectural aesthetic heritage80. By respecting
both the Māori culture and the Islamic religion and taking specific aspects of each
that complement each other, a successful architectural monument can be build
which caters to both Muslims and the indigenous alike.

Shahed Saleem, "The Mosque in Britain Finding its Place," Religious Architecture,
2013, 188.
77 Saleem, " The Mosque in Britain Finding its Place," 188.
78 Saleem, " The Mosque in Britain Finding its Place," 189.
79 Saleem, " The Mosque in Britain Finding its Place," 189.
80 Saleem, " The Mosque in Britain Finding its Place," 189.

"Marae and mosque – how Kiwis are attracted to overlapping customs," Newswire, last
modified Novemberr 8, 2015,
https://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2015/11/a_dangerous_local_loon.html/comment-page-1
82 "Marae and mosque – how Kiwis are attracted to overlapping customs”.
83 "Marae and mosque – how Kiwis are attracted to overlapping customs”.
84 "Marae and mosque – how Kiwis are attracted to overlapping customs”.
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Figure 14: Men and women mixed in marae with tuku face vs men and women segregated in a mosque (Photo by author)
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Differentiating an Islamic centre and a Mosque
A religious building is purely a label, made significant by common traits and belief
principles upheld by recognizable spiritual architectural practices.89Some may
argue that mosques or Islamic centres are just religious community centres; that
the soul of the building lies in its people, not by the material in which the building
is made90. For religious purposes, a building can be meaningless as prayers can be
offered anywhere, but they are built regardless of social and political significance.
In terms of a religious building, it is a designed structure or consecrated space
where individuals or a group of people such as a congregation come to perform
acts of devotion, worship, or religious study and this can be anywhere in four walls
or even an open outdoor space91. There are three main types of mosque
typologies. A house mosque which is a mosque which has been converted from a
previous dwelling; converted mosques which are non-residential buildings which
have been altered to form a mosque; and the purpose-built mosque that has been
built from scratch as a new mosque92. As mentioned above a mosque only needs a
few essentials, however saying this it should be easy to notice a mosque or centre
when one sees it from its architectural elements93. The ultimate aim for this
Islamic women's centre to fulfil is first and foremost being able to satisfy the
essential needs of female Muslims by being a place of worship. This having been
accomplished, Islamic women's activities and their experiences in their everyday
lives will bring all the other elements in the building together, which in turn makes
it a community centre.

A mosque and an Islamic centre are nearly the same; however, there are still
variables that differentiate the two; it is vital to evaluate the similarities and
differences between t.85
Firstly the systems that make a mosque. 1. Both men and women need to be
accommodated and given their own spaces to congregate 2: Genders need to be
separated most of the time 3: Needs to have a male imam to lead the prayer call
five times in the day, which also means an imam and his family needs to be
accommodated with a place to live at the mosque 4: Has to be always open for
people to come and perform prayers 5: The mosque needs to have a committee
to make decisions regarding the mosque 6: The primary function of the mosque is
to pray86. An Islamic centre is a bit more lenient compared to a mosque; for
example, a centre can be for only one gender which means that if it is for women,
there can be a women leader for the mosque. A centre can have more facilities
like classrooms, halls and places to hold sports activities which can be mixed
gender87. There can be set open and close times, so there will not be a need for an
imam or alimah to live at the premises, and lastly, decisions for the betterment of
the centre can be made within the community88. For a mosque to function there
needs to be a male imam. This is the reason why there are not many women only
dedicated mosques, as there would be no one to recite the prayer call. This
project will focus on a women's only Islamic centre to provide women with a place
to congregate with their fellow sisters.

Yah Hossein, "Difference Between Mosque and Islamic Centre," ShiaChat.com, last
modified December 1, 2009, https://www.shiachat.com/forum/topic/234971580difference-between-mosque-and-islamic-centre/
86 Hossein "Difference Between Mosque and Islamic Centre”.
87 Hossein "Difference Between Mosque and Islamic Centre”.
88 Hossein "Difference Between Mosque and Islamic Centre”.

Oskar Verkaaik, "Religious Architecture. Anthropological Perspectives," Religious
Architecture, 2013, 7.
90 Verkaaik, " Religious Architecture. Anthropological Perspectives," 7.
91 Verkaaik, " Religious Architecture. Anthropological Perspectives," 9.
92. Verkaaik, " Religious Architecture. Anthropological Perspectives," 10.
93 Verkaaik, " Religious Architecture. Anthropological Perspectives," 10.
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why there are many similarities between the two. For example, a bell tower
and a minaret serve the same purpose. Many churches that were first built
in New Zealand have incorporated Māori design principals, for example,
Māori ornamentation. This graph below lists the similarities and differences
for different aspects in a Mosque, Marae and a Church:

Attributes in a mosque, marae & church

Mosques and churches over time have become a part of New Zealand
architecture. For this design, the primary reference source will be “church
design” as all mosques were and now are based on churches, and that is
MOSQUE

MARAE

CHURCH

Columns
Beams
Arches
Geometry
Glass tiles

Columns
Beams
Entry Arch
Geometry
Timber Carvings

Columns
Beams
Arches
Geometry
Stained Glass

Tuku Tuku Faces

Images on stained glass

Washing
Wharekai

Centre Piece

Calligraphy of Islamic verses
from the quran
Ablution
Anywhere with mats on the
floor as its sunnah
Prayer Hall
Minbar

Whare
In front of the Marae

Baptism
Not allowed to eat in the
church
Church
Statue of jesus on Alter

Prayer Call

Minaret

Depends on Marae & Iwi

Belltower

Prominent Aesthetic

Dome , archways, minbar.

Tuku panels & carvings

Entrance

Arch
Yes

Carved frame
No

Catholic art, domes, stained
glass
Lychgate
Yes

Structure
Structure
Structure
Ornamentation
Ornamentation Method
Message
Cleansing
Eating
Sleeping

Golden Ratio

Figure 15: Table showing the different aspects in a Mosque, Marae and Church (Table by author)
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Summary of literature review
As a result of this literature review, it is proven that the aims and objectives can
be met and achieved with some sacrifices especially when it comes to mixing
religion and culture as the Māori culture has some symbols and rules that needs
to be complied to in Islam. It is also very evident that Muslim women are often
not considered when it comes to congregating at a mosque but not because of
religious rules but cultural conformity and male domination which is wrong. By
differentiating a mosque and Islamic centre, this project can now conclude that it
will be designing an Islamic centre. After analyzing the spaces in both a mosque
and Islamic centre it is precisely the same in terms of prayer and cleansing except
an Islamic centre can have more and the main issue is a mosque needs to have a
male imam for prayer call. Another factor in the literature review that will help
design this project was the comparison between a Mosque, Marae and church;
the most common religious buildings in New Zealand. By doing this it is apparent
that the three religious buildings have many similar aspects that can be
intertwined to help merge New Zealand culture with Islam.
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Figure 16: Mecca - The most holy mosque in Islam (Photo by Basit Mahmood)

These are the chosen precedent studies to aid and inspire my design process.
The precedents have been split into five categories which showcase common
factors and architectural aesthetics that work and don’t work in a variety of
religious spaces. The categories are: Precedents which showcase extravagant
materiality, precedents based on religion and culture, precedents which carry
the visual cues of a mosque, precedents that are simple and precedents that
incoparate Māori design pricipals in their designs.
From these precedents a clear guide to a method can be formed.
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Shah Cheragh Mosque
Country: Shiraz, Iran
Size: 100m x 130m
Originally built: 900 AD
Shah Cheragh is a funerary monument and a mosque in Iran which houses the tombs of the brothers Ahmad and Muhammad.94
This mosque is a Shia mosque which is what most the mosques in Iran are.95 By being a Shia mosque this means that there can be
more than one imam and that the imam is the only valid interpreter/s of the Quran, whereas in a Sunni mosque there can only be
one imam and they only follow what’s written in the Quran and the hadith, they’re mainly known as the prayer leaders96. From the
outside the mosque is very ordinary looking, using a beige desert colour pallet and in the interior it is a jaw-dropping site with
millions of small mirror pieces spread around the walls and ceilings.97 The light that radiates from these beautiful faceted mirrors
create a mystical and magical feeling once one steps inside the mosque.98 The mosque is very famous for the tiles and coloured
glass which covers the interior they serve to enhance the structures name “king of light” and filing pilgrims to this sacred site in an
inexpressible sense of awe.99 Although it is lovely, it would be hard for one to focus purely on worshipping as everything is so
gleaming100.
This could be beneficial to this research because this centre plans to mix the Māori culture and Islamic architecture. Although the
cultural designs one would find in a marae are very intricate, they are still effortless and use only one material- timber, just like the
outside of the shah cheragh mosque it is very plain yet always practical and gives off the vibe of a mosque. The ornamentation one
would find in Islamic architecture which uses a different range of materials like tiles and glass is presented on the interior of the
Shah Cheragh mosque.

Figure 17: Shah Cheragh Mosque (Photo by Rokas Laurinavičius)
"This Mosque Might Look Ordinary From Outside, But It Will Make Your Jaw Drop Once You Enter It," Bored Panda, last modified October 4, 2016, https://www.boredpanda.com/emeraldtomb-ceiling-shah-cheragh-shiraz-iran/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic.
95 "This Mosque Might Look Ordinary From Outside, But It Will Make Your Jaw Drop Once You Enter It,"
96Books Llc, Places of Worship in Iran: Churches in Iran, Mosques in Iran, Synagogues in Iran, Holiest Sites in Islam, Shah Cheragh, List of Mosques in Iran (Books LLC, 2010), 93.
97 Llc, Places of Worship in Iran: Churches in Iran, Mosques in Iran, Synagogues in Iran, Holiest Sites in Islam, Shah Cheragh, List of Mosques in Iran , 93.
98 Llc, Places of Worship in Iran: Churches in Iran, Mosques in Iran, Synagogues in Iran, Holiest Sites in Islam, Shah Cheragh, List of Mosques in Iran , 94.
99"This Mosque Might Look Ordinary From Outside, But It Will Make Your Jaw Drop Once You Enter It," Bored Panda, last modified October 4, 2016, https://www.boredpanda.com/emeraldtomb-ceiling-shah-cheragh-shiraz-iran/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic.
100 "This Mosque Might Look Ordinary From Outside, But It Will Make Your Jaw Drop Once You Enter It,"
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Crystal Mosque
Country: KualaTerengganu, Malaysia
Size: 2,146.12 m²
Originally built: 2008
This Islamic heritage site crosses the line between prayer and business.101
This tourist attraction cost 80 million and two years to build and is known to be one of the most spectacular places to worship in
Malaysia.102 The primary materials used to make this mosque sleek and modern used are steel and glass.103 The glass was used
to reflect the water of the mosque, which is illuminated from the inside, which also makes the domes shine.104 Although
unnecessary, there is Wi-Fi and full IT facilities in the mosque. 105 The crystal mosque also inherits features of Chinese architecture
and designs which is something a few Malaysians
disagree with.106
This could be beneficial to this research metaphorically as water is emphasized in this building. In Islam, the ablution is a vital part
as both genders are required to do this before they pray not just that cleansing and purity is emphasized in Islam. This is something
that could be a focal point or the spine of the centre being designed with this the celebration of the multi culture within
architectura features.

Figure 18: Crystal Mosque (Photo by Atimian)
Jaime Koh and Stephanie H. Ph.D., Culture and Customs of Singapore and Malaysia (Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 2009), 85.
Atimian , "Crystal Mosque," Atlas Obscura, last modified October 11, 2013, https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/crystal-mosque.
103 Atimian , "Crystal Mosque,".
104 Atimian , "Crystal Mosque,".
105 Atimian , "Crystal Mosque,".
106 Jaime Koh and Stephanie H. Ph.D., Culture and Customs of Singapore and Malaysia (Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 2009), 85.
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Cathedral Mosque
Country: Moscow, Russia
Size: 19,0000 m²
Originally built: 1904
The original structure was built in 1904 then due to the increase of population, and there were renovations made to
accommodate the overgrowing population107. It is also referred to as the “Tatar mosque” because its congregation consisted
mainly of ethnic Tatars – Turkic speaking people who live in Russia.108 The most significant feature of the Cathedral mosque is
the historical and cultural resemblances. Firstly the two main minarets are similar to the famous leaning tower and the spasskaya
tower also in Moscow.109 These architectural references are meant to reflect the unity and friendship of the Russian people.110
Secondly, there is a 46-meter golden dome mosque, on whose cover together with minarets took about 12 tons of gold leaf,
which echoes the way Orthodox "golden-domed Moscow."111The original appearance of the mosque was maintained after the
renovation by the old walls which have been collected anew fit in well with the new interior while recollecting the old look.112
The interior decorations for the mosque are splendour with the patterns, decorative elements and the colours used like emerald
green, blue and white meet the traditions of Islamic architecture.113
This is beneficial to this research as although this is Islamic architecture, the architects did a great job of reflecting some of
Russia's attributes throughout the mosque. This is something that can be done with the Islamic centre being designed; it can
incorporate the New Zealand culture.

Figure 19: Cathedral Mosque (Photo by Aleksei Golovanov)
"Moscow Cathedral Mosque," Официальный сайт гостиницы "Восход", Москва, last modified September 19, 2017, https://voschod.ru/en/recreations/moscow-cathedral-mosque.
Allen J. Frank, Muslim Religious Institutions in Imperial Russia: The Islamic World of Novouzensk District and the Kazakh Inner Horde, 1780-1910 (Leiden: BRILL, 2001), 208.
109 Frank, Muslim Religious Institutions in Imperial Russia: The Islamic World of Novouzensk District and the Kazakh Inner Horde, 1780-1910, 208.
110 Frank, Muslim Religious Institutions in Imperial Russia: The Islamic World of Novouzensk District and the Kazakh Inner Horde, 1780-1910, 208.
111 "Moscow Cathedral Mosque," Официальный сайт гостиницы "Восход", Москва, last modified September 19, 2017, https://voschod.ru/en/recreations/moscow-cathedral-mosque.
112 "Moscow Cathedral Mosque,".
113 "Moscow Cathedral Mosque,".
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Summary
As beautiful as these mosques/Islamic centres can be, Islam promotes humbleness,
simplicity, and purity throughout everything, including architecture. Having all
these expensive ornamentation and decorations may attract the audience but it is
better to be humble and have the money being spent on the people instead of an
extravagant structure as the mosque is a place where people come to dedicate
themselves to god. A mosque can be extravagant but can also be very humble and
pure, which is what is considered to be halal architecture like the Sheik Zayed
mosque. Also spending millions of dollars on sites which are more tourist
attractions rather than a place of worship defeats the purpose of a mosque or an
Islamic centre.
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Figure 17,18,19:: Shah Cheragh, Crystal & Cathedral Mosque

Rangiatea Church
Country: Otaki, New Zealand
Size: 28.09m x 13m
Originally built: 1851
Located in Otaki, the Rangiatea Church was the oldest Māori Anglican church in New Zealand until it was burnt down in 1995, it
was then rebuilt by 2003.114 The church was built under direction from Te Rauparha, the tribe Wehi Wehi and English missionary
Octavius Hadfield.115 From the exterior, the structure looks like any old white wooden church but on the inside is where the Māori
tradition comes alive.116 The ridgepole in the church, which was made from a single totara tree, represents the belief of “one true
Christian God.”117 The three central pillars are to symbolize the holy trinity.118 Power and prestige are represented on the rafters
through the mangopore (hammerhead shark) and the walls tukutuku (woven flax) panels represent the Pura Pura whetu, which is
the star seedling pattern based on the Milky Way.119
The Rangiatea church is known as one of the country's most outstanding architectural and cultural monuments because of the
integration of the cultural and religious methods fused. For those familiar with architecture in New Zealand, it is evident that the
form of Rangiatea is essentially that of a fully carved Māori house.120 Rangiatea was the first Māori church to blend indigenous and
European concepts of design Rangiatea was also not the first of the large-scale churches built by Māori converts to Christianity.121

Figure 20: Rangiatea Church (Photo by Amanda Williams)
114Amanda

Williams, "Visiting Rangiatea Māori Church in Otaki, New Zealand," A Dangerous Business Travel Blog, last modified January 17, 2018, https://www.dangerousbusiness.com/2011/07/cultures-converging-at-rangiatea-church/.
115 Richard A. Sundt, Whare Karakia: Māori Church Building, Decoration & Ritual in Aotearoa New Zealand (2010), 48.
116 Amanda Williams, "Visiting Rangiatea Māori Church in Otaki, New Zealand," A Dangerous Business Travel Blog, last modified January 17, 2018, https://www.dangerousbusiness.com/2011/07/cultures-converging-at-rangiatea-church/.
117 Williams, " Visiting Rangiatea Māori Church in Otaki, New Zealand."
118 Williams, " Visiting Rangiatea Māori Church in Otaki, New Zealand."
119 Williams, " Visiting Rangiatea Māori Church in Otaki, New Zealand."
120 Sundt, short title, 50.
121 Williams, " Visiting Rangiatea Māori Church in Otaki, New Zealand."
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Nujiie Mosque
Country: Xicheng, China
Size: 10,000 m2
Originally built: 996 AD
The mosque was built in 996 during the Liao dynasty (916-1125).122 The Nujie mosque a representative mosque in Beijing and is known
as the most famous mosque in China123. It has been remodeled frequently and been kept well before the 2008 Olympics124. About 10000
Muslims are living in the district, and it is known to be the most significant area inhabited by Muslims in Beijing125. The Nujiie mosque is
known to be the best architectural heritage for ordinary people to learn Chinese style architecture, and this is why it is also a tourist
attraction admission free.126
The local Muslim community constructed and the Nuijiie Mosque, which showcases a mixture of Han Chinese cultural and Islamic
architectural influences.127 The exterior shows traditional Chinese influence, and the interior has a fusion of Islamic calligraphy and
Chinese design.128 The hall can hold more than 1000 worshippers as it is 600 square meters.129 The primary materials used in the mosque
is timber as is to cultural relics and tablets, for example, the upright tablet of the emperor’s decree proclaimed in 1694 during the Qing
Dynasty130.

Figure 21: Nujiie Mosque (Photo by Nuijiie Mosque in Beijing)
LLC Books, "Niujie Mosque,," in Places of Worship in Beijing: Imperial Ancestral Temple, Niujie Mosque, Beijing Temple of Confucius, Xiancantan, Temple of Agriculture (Tennesse: Books LLC,
Wiki Series, 2010), 30.
123 "Niujie Mosque – The Most Majestic Mosque on Ox Street, Beijing," China Travel Agency, Small Group & Private Tour Service, last modified June 7, 2007,
https://www.travelchinaguide.com/attraction/beijing/niujie.htm.
124 "Niujie Mosque – The Most Majestic Mosque on Ox Street, Beijing."
125 LLC Books, "Niujie Mosque,," in Places of Worship in Beijing: Imperial Ancestral Temple, Niujie Mosque, Beijing Temple of Confucius, Xiancantan, Temple of Agriculture (Tennesse: Books LLC,
Wiki Series, 2010), 31.
126 Books, "Niujie Mosque”, 33.
127 Books, "Niujie Mosque”, 33.
128 Books, "Niujie Mosque”, 35.
129 Books, "Niujie Mosque”, 36.
130 Books, "Niujie Mosque”, 36.
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Hagia Sophia
Country: Istanbul, Turkey
Size: 82m (L) 73m (W) 55m (H)
Originally built: 537 AD
The Byzantine and the Ottoman empires are the most significant influence for the Hagia Sophia131. At first a church then a mosque
and now a museum this masonry structure first served as an eastern orthodox cathedral132. Later, the building was converted into
an ottoman mosque, then secularized and opened as a museum133. Although the cathedral was one of the biggest cathedrals known
at the time and while the Christian cathedral made a strong impression on the new Ottoman rulers, they still ended up converting
it to a mosque in 1453134. The bells, altar, iconostasis, and other remainders were demolished and the mosaics showcasing Jesus,
his Mother Mary, Christian saints, and angels were also destroyed or plastered over135. Later a mihrab, Inbar and four minarets were
added which are all Islamic features136. In 1931 the mosque was closed to the public for four years then reopened in 1935 as a
museum137. It is known more now as a tourist attraction, but now there are talks about the museum being opened once again as a
mosque for the public to come and congregate138.
The Byzantium and ottoman empires were the most great civilisations in Istanbul, and even though the Hagia Sophia has gone
through many transformations, this monument is a perfect example where both the byzantine and ottoman movements are
showcased under one dome139. The Hagia Sophia is an ideal example of a retrofitted building that involved two different religions140.

Figure 22: Hagia Sophia (Photo by Hagia Sophia Museum)
Robert S. Nelson, Hagia Sophia, 1850-1950: Holy Wisdom Modern Monument (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 24,
https://books.google.co.nz/books?id=rOsEpcTYpMC&printsec=frontcover&dq=books+on+Hagia+Sophia&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjO4PapgpbiAhVJ7XMBHRqjCGYQ6AEINDAC#v=onepage&q=
books%20on%20Hagia%20Sophia&f=false. 25.
132 Nelson, “Hagia Sophia, 1850-1950: Holy Wisdom Modern Monument. 25.
133 Nelson, Hagia Sophia, 1850-1950: Holy Wisdom Modern Monument 28.
134 Rowland J. Mainstone, Hagia Sophia: Architecture, Structure and Liturgy of Justinian's Great Church (London: Thames & Hudson, 1997), 76.
135 Mainstone, Hagia Sophia: Architecture, Structure and Liturgy of Justinian's Great Church , 76.
136 Mainstone, Hagia Sophia: Architecture, Structure and Liturgy of Justinian's Great Church , 77.
137 Robert S. Nelson, Hagia Sophia, 1850-1950: Holy Wisdom Modern Monument (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 36.
138 Nelson, “Hagia Sophia, 1850-1950: Holy Wisdom Modern Monument”.37.
139 Nelson, “Hagia Sophia, 1850-1950: Holy Wisdom Modern Monument”.38.
140 Nelson, “Hagia Sophia, 1850-1950: Holy Wisdom Modern Monument”.38.
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Summary
The Islamic centre this project aims to construct is going to be a mix of the
religion of Islam and the New Zealand/Māori culture. These precedents
represent that although the architectural movement comes from a different
country, it still fits into a different countries landscape well without clashing
or abruption to the countries original architecture.
.
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Figure 20,21,22: Rangiatea Church, Nujiie Mosque & Hagia Sophia

Women’s Mosque of America
Country: Los Angeles, California
Size: TBC
Originally opened: 2015
Opened on 30th January 2015, the women’s mosque of America is based in Los Angeles and is the first female-only mosque in the United
States.141 Edina Lekovic, who is one of the women leaders, delivers the Jummah (Friday Prayer) and khutbah every once a month for
women and children under the age of 12.142 Women are also not expected to wear a hijab at the mosque. The facility also provides
programming, events, prayer hall and classes.143 Their goal is to inspire the Muslim women community by empowering and inspiring them
through more honest access to Islamic scholarships and leadership opportunities.144 It supplements other mosques by offering women to
grow, learn, and gain vision to influence other fellow Muslim brothers and sisters.145 In terms of architecture, the building is a plain brick
building which looks more like a hall. The interior has been decorated with sheets and posters of Islamic teachings.
This is advantageous to this research as this paper is aiming to build a women’s community similar to the Woman’s Mosque of
America but with more facilities, i.e., services like kitchens, and more classrooms. The emphasis on it being a female-only
mosque/centre finally gives Muslim women in New Zealand a place for private worship amongst their community.

Figure 18: Women’s Mosque of America (Photo by womens mosque of America)
"ABOUT – The Women's Mosque of America," The Women's Mosque of America, last modified 2018, https://womensmosque.com/about-2/.
“The Women's Mosque of America”.
143 “The Women's Mosque of America”.
144 “The Women's Mosque of America”.
145 “The Women's Mosque of America”.
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Eco Mosque
Country: Cambridge, UK
Size: TBC
Originally opened: 2019
The eco mosque is the first purpose-built mosque in the city and is also very environment-friendly that expresses an oasis
of calm and sustainability.146 Due to the substantial increase of Muslim community a new centre was needed, but even
this urgency did not force the architects to rush this project; it was decided from the start that the mosque would be as
sustainable to the environment as possible147. The chairman Tim Winter comments “Islamic civilization has been based on
the rejection of waste as an under-estimation of God’s blessing and so in the construction of the new mosque here in
Cambridge, we were very much in the forefront of the local environmental movement in that we are using the latest heat
pumps, conservation technology, and green roofs so that we’ll have an almost zero carbon footprint”148.
This truly ecologically responsible mosque was also supposed to be an inspiration for Muslims across the globe to take up
environmental responsibilities too, not just in the mosque but at home too149. In the Quran is it written that “God has
made its worshippers the stewards and protectors of the earth” and to synchronize this environmental ethic with the
most important place to worship in Islam makes perfect sense150. Not only does this modern invention helps to strengthen
and showcase Islam’s eco principals, it also takes everyone back to the more straightforward and organic construction of
the first-ever mosque built for the prophet Muhammad151. Materials as plain as mudbricks for walls, a palm trunk for the
minbar, pillars and the most crucial thing was minimal which is a reminder of Islam’s humble roots which is what makes
this eco-friendly mosque very halal, it’s not very extravagant, doesn’t have any unnecessary elements and fulfils the needs
of a mosque and a bonus contributes to the environment in a positive way152.

Figure 19: Eco Mosque (Photo by bbc)
"Europe's First 'Eco Mosque' Opens for Prayers in Cambridge," About Islam, last modified April 26, 2019, http://aboutislam.net/muslim-issues/europe/europes-first-eco-mosque-opensprayers-cambridge/.
147 "Europe's First 'Eco Mosque' Opens for Prayers in Cambridge,".
148 "Europe's First 'Eco Mosque' Opens for Prayers in Cambridge,".
149 UATV English, "ECO-Mosque Opened in Cambridge," YouTube, June 2, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRdwr5ajGTc.
150 English, "ECO-Mosque Opened in Cambridge."
151 English, "ECO-Mosque Opened in Cambridge.".
152 English, "ECO-Mosque Opened in Cambridge."
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Shah Faisal Mosque
Country: Islamabad, Pakistan
Size: 5016 sq. m
Originally opened: 1987
This contemporary mosque which dominates the landscape of Islamabad consists of 8 sides of concrete shell that is inspired by the
Bedouin tent which is an Arab tent found in the desert153. Unlike other mosques, the Shah Faisal does not have the typical mosque
like architectural features like a dome154. The only Islamic architecture incorporated in this building is the four 79m minarets on
each corner of the tent shape which is the tallest minarets in South Asia155. 4 concrete girders support the main structure of the
prayer hall156. The architect believed that the design of the mosque was an abstract representation of the Kaaba – a building in the
middle of the most sacred site in Islam which is the direction of prayer for all Muslims around the world.157 This mosque was gifted
to the people of Pakistan. There was much criticism from conservative Muslims due to the fact that traditionally the mosque didn’t
represent any “mosque like architecture” and for abandoning the traditional symbols which was disregarded because a mosque is
simply where worshippers come to congregate and if it fulfils that role, the mosque is considered to be successful no matter how
big or small158. Finally, when the building was completed, the criticism died down because the beauty was evident, which should
not be the reason why a mosque is accepted into the community.159

Figure 20: Shah Faisal Mosque (Photo by Getty Images)
Rehan Jamil, "Role of a Dome-Less Mosque in Conserving the Religious and Traditional Values of Muslims: An Innovative Architecture of Shah Faisal Mosque, Islamabad," International Journal
of Architecture, Engineering and Construction 6, no. 2 (2017): 41, accessed May 13, 2019, doi:10.7492/ijaec.2017.010.
154 Jamil, " Role of a Dome-Less Mosque in Conserving the Religious and Traditional Values of Muslims: An Innovative Architecture of Shah Faisal Mosque, Islamabad,"," 42.
155 Jamil, " Role of a Dome-Less Mosque in Conserving the Religious and Traditional Values of Muslims: An Innovative Architecture of Shah Faisal Mosque, Islamabad,"," 41.
156Jamil, " Role of a Dome-Less Mosque in Conserving the Religious and Traditional Values of Muslims: An Innovative Architecture of Shah Faisal Mosque, Islamabad,"," 42.
157 J. G. Melton, The Encyclopedia of Religious Phenomena (Visible Ink Press, 2007), 299.
158 Melton, The Encyclopedia of Religious Phenomena, 299.
159 Melton, The Encyclopedia of Religious Phenomena, 299.
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Summary
When building a mosque or a centre architects have this instant pressure of making
the building looks “mosque like” with a typical dome and minarets but these
precedents show that it’s not the case, a mosque or a centre is a place where
worshippers can congregate and educate themselves about Islam, and that can be
a massive building or even a small 2 x 2 hall with 4 walls. These architects stepped
out of the Islamic architecture norms to create something remembered by
everyone.
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Figure 21: Womens Mosque of America, Eco Mosque & Shah Faisal Mosque

Fazl Mosque
Country: London, England
Size: 7m x 10m
Originally opened: 1926

In 1913, the first overseas missionary of the Ahmadi Muslim community set foot in London160. Back then, there was no place of
worship for the followers to go to. Then the Ahmadi women from India gave a substantial donation to finance the construction
of the Faisal mosque161. As the population and the frequency of activities started to grow, there was a need for more space. Then
the mosque constructed two other halls not far from the mosque162. Instead of extending the current mosque, the Ahmadi
community decided that it is better to have many small centres in different parts of town instead of having one big centre for
ease of convenience163. The Fazl mosque was built using modern materials and construction methods, but it is mainly known for
its gentle and harmonious fusion of formal and decorative rituals of mosque design with 1930s British classicism164. The design
of the mosque was illustrious from the only previous British mosque design at Woking; departing from the highly ornamented
orientalist style in favour of a gentler fusion of Mughal architectural forms with contemporary British stylistic trends165. The
mosque's finial-topped corner cupola minarets also scream Mughal empire166.
Instead of having one extravagant mosque, the Ahmadis were smart and built several smaller mosques around the city. By doing
so, the community has a centre in their area instead of having to travel so far. This also tackles problems of overcrowding,
parking, and humbleness – which is a critical value in Islam.

Figure 22: Fazl Mosque (Photo by Alamy)
"Fazl Mosque," Historic England - Championing England's Heritage | Historic England, last modified March 12, 2018, https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1454338.
"Fazl Mosque,"
162 "Fazl Mosque,"
163 "Fazl Mosque,"
164 Basharat Nazir, "London’s First Purpose-Built Mosque Listed Grade II for Historic, Architectural and Cultural Significance," Ahmadiyya Muslim Community UK | Love For All Hatred For None,
last modified March 13, 2018, http://www.loveforallhatredfornone.org/londons-first-purpose-built-mosque-listed-grade-ii-for-historic-architectural-and-cultural-significance/.
165 Nazir, " London’s First Purpose-Built Mosque Listed Grade II for Historic, Architectural and Cultural Significance”
166Nazir, " London’s First Purpose-Built Mosque Listed Grade II for Historic, Architectural and Cultural Significance”
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Sheik Zayed Mosque
Country: Abu Dhabi
Size: 22,412 sq. m
Originally opened: 2007
The largest mosque in the country and the third-largest in the world, the Sheik Zayed mosque is one of the most famous
mosques and tourist destinations known167. The late president Sheik Zayed bin Sultan al Nahyan is the one who started
the project, and his goal was to “create a structure that would unite the cultural diversity of the Islamic world with the
historical and modern values of architecture and art.” Indo Islamic, Persian and Mughal mosque architecture were the
influences for this mosque. The beautiful white marble structure that took 12 years to construct is an embodiment of
grandeur and magnificence168. The fabric is entirely white which represents purity, but even though the structure is so
simple; it is so beautiful and elegant with its flower patterned walls, gold plated chandeliers and the world’s largest loomed
carpet169. There is still some construction underway to add the final touches to the mosque which include to compete the
ablution area with a series of reflective water ponds and lakes to emphasize the metaphor of purity which is very important
in Islam170. Although the mosque is so grand and extravagant, it remains remarkably pure and tries to be as useful as
possible by having other facilities like libraries, tourist programs, language classes with all the other applications a mosque
would have171.

Figure 23: Sheik Zayed Mosque (Photo by Abu Dhabi Photogrpahy)
Simon Rose, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque (Olkahoma: Houses of Faith, 2014), 4.
Rose, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque , 5.
169 Rose, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque , 6.
170 Rose, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque , 6.
171 Pino Shah, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque (Artbypino.com, 2018), 17.
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First Mosque Of America
Country: North Dakota, America
Size: 4.5m x 4.5m
Originally opened: 1929
The mosques in America are mainly located in big cities like new York, California, Texas, Florida and New Jersey; however the first
mosque ever built in America was built in the small town of ross in north Dakota172. The mosque was constructed by Syrian-Lebanese
immigrants and was initially developed as a sub-basement to keep safe from the cold and wind173. Although the building is tiny, it
handled the grassland winters well174. There were plans to extend the building, but at the time, the great depression was going on,
which caused a lot of economic difficulties175. Due to this, a lot of the Muslim families moved out of the small town, and the building
fell into disrepair and was disassembled176. Later in 2005 one of the city’s remaining Muslims rebuilt the mosque with her family177.
Visitors and professors from all over the world come to visit, study and worship in the mosque. Though the mosque is tiny, it is
success as a mosque because people can go to worship there. It is small and humble and has a small dome on top to represent
Islamic architecture.

Figure 24: First Mosque of America (Photo by Cary Beckwith)
172Cary

Beckwith, "Yes, This Is America's First Mosque," The New Republic, last modified February 1, 2016, https://newrepublic.com/article/128726/north-dakota-prairie-became-homeamericas-first-mosque.
173 Corey Barnet, "87-Year-Old Mosque in North Dakota is Oldest in America," World Religion News, last modified June 15, 2016, https://www.worldreligionnews.com/religion-news/islam/87year-old-mosque-in-north-dakota-is-oldest-in-america.
174 Barnet, "87-Year-Old Mosque in North Dakota is Oldest in America."
175 Barnet, "87-Year-Old Mosque in North Dakota is Oldest in America."
176 Cary Beckwith, "Yes, This Is America's First Mosque," The New Republic, last modified February 1, 2016, https://newrepublic.com/article/128726/north-dakota-prairie-became-homeamericas-first-mosque.
177 Beckwith, " Yes, This Is America's First Mosque."
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Summary
Allah’s messenger the prophet Muhammad once said that “simplicity is
from the Iman.” The prophet Muhammad was also all about simplicity and
living a humble life178. Once almighty had given the prophet a choice that
the valley of Makkah be filled with gold, but the prophet said

Figure 25: Quote from the Prophet Muhammad

This reminds the worshippers always to be grateful for what they have as
not everyone is as fortunate. These Islamic centres and mosques represent
this fundamental idea of simplicity, which is also the halal way of
expressing these religious architectural pieces. 179

Tech@whyislam.org, "The Simplicity of the Prophet Muhammad," Facts About the
Muslims & the Religion of Islam - Toll-free Hotline 1-877-WHY-ISLAM, last modified July 5,
2018, https://www.whyislam.org/prophet-muhammad/simplicity/.
179 "The Simplicity of the Prophet Muhammad,".
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Figure 26: Fazl Mosque, Sheik Zayed Mosque & the first mosque of America

Gate Pa Memorial Church
Country: Tauranga, New Zealand
Size: 18.5m x 13.5 m
Originally built: 1900
On the 29th of April 1864, the battle of Gate pa was known for many things but mainly for the repulse of the British forces and the
honor of a Māori woman (Heni Te Kiri Karamu) who risked her own life to give water to dying and wounded British soldiers180. Later
in 1880, canon Charles Jordan asked for the part of the pa where the battle was, to be dedicated to an Anglican church that would
be a memorial to the officers who did not make it through the battle. This church was to remember and represent the peace
between the British and the Māori181.
Although the building is very traditional in its design, it has many Māori cues to commemorate the Māori in the battle. The memorial
site was integrated to the church grounds to signify the coming together of Māori and Pakeha182. A new font inside the church was
blessed. This bore carvings are representing both Heni Te Kiri Karamu’s deeds and the interaction of Māori and Pākehā cultures183.
The church was severely damaged in fires in both 1982 and 1992, and was rebuilt, finishing in 1993184. The new church featured an
entrance with woven tukutus and face carved onto it when one enters the site of the church, which is similar to the portal one
would find in a marae185. There are many panels designed describing the hardship during the Māori from battle around the interiors
of the church186. The nave incorporates a stained-glass window further depicting Heni Te Kiri Karamu’s actions187. Also, the
Pukehinahina centennial cross in the foyer at the front of the church has a greenstone carving wrapped around the cross,
representing the unity between the Māori and the British188.

Figure 27: Gate Pa Memorial Church (Photo by Bruce Ringer)
"Gate Pā Memorial Church," New Zealand History | NZHistory, New Zealand History Online, accessed July 1, 2019, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/photo/gate-pa-war-memorial
"Gate Pā Memorial Church.”
182 Michael Bassett, The Mother of all Departments: The History of the Department of Internal Affairs (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2013), 69.
183 Bassett, The Mother of all Departments: The History of the Department of Internal Affairs , 69.
184 Bassett, The Mother of all Departments: The History of the Department of Internal Affairs , 69.
185 Bassett, The Mother of all Departments: The History of the Department of Internal Affairs , 70.
186 Bassett, The Mother of all Departments: The History of the Department of Internal Affairs , 70.
187 "Gate Pā Memorial Church," New Zealand History | NZHistory, New Zealand History Online, accessed July 1, 2019, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/photo/gate-pa-war-memorial
188 "Gate Pā Memorial Church.”
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St James Church
Country: Lower Hutt, New Zealand
Size: 58m x 23m
Originally built: 1904
The St James church in Hamilton is the fourth church in the town to hold that name189. The building was later destroyed in a fire
and reconstructed in 1953190. A mix of Māori architecture and the gothic style was incorporated into the design of this building,
as it aimed to break with the traditional forms while maintaining the spiritual quality in a religious monument191.
The building is dominated by the bell tower which stands out “uncompromisingly” similarly to a minaret in a mosque192. The pastor
at the time Canon Bretton stated that “the bell tower is there to remind us, even to startle us into a realisation of what the Christian
faith is193. We are not dealing with any soft religion. Christ stands amidst a work-a-day world, in work-a-day clothes, to challenge
it in every part to take Jesus’s Way”194. There were many ways Māori architecture was mixed into the church. Firstly there was a
panel designed named Korōria ki te Atua meaning: Glory to God which was replicated throughout the church showing the tukutuku
panel lines representing the story of the Māori people and their history195. The people of the church and the people who wove
the panels say that its “a taonga that we have created with our Aroha and that In the making of such a taonga there is sharing and
trust.” Another example would be the shape of the church is just like the shape of an olden day marae; 4 walls and a roof. The St
James Church has now been listed as a heritage building and is known to be a notable example of modern New Zealand
architecture196.

Figure 28: St James Church (Photo by Matthew Van Dongen)
"History of St James’ Church :: Anglican Parish of Lower Hutt," Anglican Parish of Lower Hutt, accessed July 1, 2019, stjames.net.nz/about/history/st-james-history
"History of St James’ Church :: Anglican Parish of Lower Hutt.”
191 Virginia Graham and Douglas Payne, The Methodist Church of New Zealand, last modified May 2017, http://www.methodist.org.nz/files/docs/wesley%20historical/cross%20currents.pdf.
192 "History of St James’ Church :: Anglican Parish of Lower Hutt," Anglican Parish of Lower Hutt, accessed July 1, 2019, stjames.net.nz/about/history/st-james-history
193 "History of St James’ Church :: Anglican Parish of Lower Hutt.”
194 "History of St James’ Church :: Anglican Parish of Lower Hutt.”
195 Virginia Graham and Douglas Payne, The Methodist Church of New Zealand, last modified May 2017, http://www.methodist.org.nz/files/docs/wesley%20historical/cross%20currents.pdf.
196 Graham and Payne, " The Methodist Church of New Zealand."
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Church of the Holy Sepulchre and Hall
Country: Auckland, New Zealand
Size: 50m x 22m
Originally built: 1880
The Church of Holy Sepulchre has played an essential role in the history and development of the Anglican change in Auckland,
as it was the first central parish church in Auckland, then the home of the Māori Anglican mission197. There is a hall which is
separate from the building which used to be a temporary home for the people at St Pauls church, but now it has been converted
into a marae; Tatai Hono marae198. The church is known for having the most towering steeple on a church in Auckland at the
time, which remains a significant landmark199. The church has ongoing strong spiritual, cultural, and social values, and welcomes
all people in a Tikanga Māori Anglican setting200. The front centre of the church looks similar to an entry to a Māori meeting
house which is an essential part of a church; the architect’s purpose was to represent tradition Māori design principals201.

Figure 29: Church of the Holy Sepulchre & Hall (Photo by Brian Cairns)
Atholl Anderson, Judith Binney, and Aroha Harris, Tangata Whenua: A History (Auckland: Bridget Williams Books, 2015), 355.
Anderson, Binney, and Harris, Tangata Whenua: A History, 355.
199 Llyod Ashton, "Anglican Taonga : New Zealand's Anglican News Leader," Anglican Taonga : New Zealand's Anglican News Leader, last modified July 8, 2009,
https://anglicantaonga.org.nz/news/tikanga_Māori/tatai_hono.
200 Atholl Anderson, Judith Binney, and Aroha Harris, Tangata Whenua: A History (Auckland: Bridget Williams Books, 2015), 356.
201 Llyod Ashton, "Anglican Taonga : New Zealand's Anglican News Leader," Anglican Taonga : New Zealand's Anglican News Leader, last modified July 8, 2009,
https://anglicantaonga.org.nz/news/tikanga_Māori/tatai_hono.
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Summary
In conclusion, a church, mosque, and wharenui have very similar design
elements to each other. Typical design elements include the use of beams
and columns, arches to differentiate spaces, a place to call prayer from and
many others. These can be used to aid the design of the research paper,
which will help in successfully merging religion and culture.

Final Summary of precedents
After examining, analysing, understanding and summarising the categories of
precedent studies, it is evident that the Māori culture and the Islamic religion can
be merged respectfully. It merges both separate identities without disrespecting
each other’s cultures or religion, while additionally ensuring that relevant rules
and regulations of both religion and cultural is taken into consideration without
offending anyone.
Another theme that can be used in the design process is the simplicity of a
building, realising that at the same time it can be grand in nature, but there is a
limit. Simplicity is promoted in Islam and that would be the halal way to build an
Islamic centre. Additionally, the tukutuku panels and the Māori designs
showcased in the design precedents are also simple and not too intricate.
Even though timber is the main material used for buildings in New Zealand, the
eco mosque in the UK is the only one who showcases that material extravagantly.
The norm in terms of construction for most other Islamic religious buildings are
materials such as tiles and bricks.
By moving away from these typical materials used, it will also help fuse the
building into the New Zealand context, as most of the visual cues of a mosque
aren’t compulsory but are simply used for aesthetic.
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Figure 30: Gate Pa Memorial Church, St James Church & Church of the Holy Sepulchre and Hall
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Figure 31: Proposed site – Balmoral Road (Photo by Google maps)

After studying the literature review and precedent review, a design structure can
now be constructed. Firstly by taking examples of mosques that are already
present in New Zealand and observing the pros and cons of each. From there a
deeper investigation can be conducted into choosing a site which would best suit
this Islamic centre.
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Due to Auckland having a wide range of diverse cultures, it would be appropriate
to conduct case studies in four different areas to showcase the similarities and
differences which are common. The results of these case studies will then help
determine whether a mosque is culturally or religiously driven. More importantly,
however, these case studies are conducted to showcase the treatment of women
in a mosque. Due to the cultural driven, gender divide prevalent in the Islamic
community; it is important to be able to show the spaces dedicated to them, as
well as the programmes available to them. Equally as important is for these new
spaces to be able to show that they have a unique area where the woman know
that they are treated and accepted as equally as men are in the mosque.
Four case studies will be conducted in Ponsonby mosque, Ranui Mosque, Itahuhu
Mosque, and Glendene Mosque.
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Ponsonby mosque, 17 Vermont St, Ponsonby, Auckland - 5/03/19
In 1969 there was no place for Muslims to congregate in Ponsonby, later one
Muslim brother bought a property on Vermont street and converted it to a prayer
house202. Fortunately, with the property came a big piece of land, and as the
populations of Muslim in Auckland city started growing the need to facilitate them
began to grow too203. In 1985-86 they began to extend the small house into a
mosque with funding from locals and overseas; this was the first mosque of
Auckland204. As more Muslims started to migrate from other countries and move
into Ponsonby, the value of the area increased, and it had become quite
expensive to live there205. According to Susan Edmonds, the land Ponsonby
mosque sits on is worth at least 6 million dollars206. On that land, there is a
mosque with priest quarters207.

mosque did suggest that if they had the funds, they would like to accommodate
the women more by giving them a completely separate entrance to their space
but as a temporary solution, they have used a partition to separate the women’s
pathway. There are no dedicated programs for women at the Ponsonby mosque,
but there is a speaker system set up for the women to hear the lectures from
downstairs.
In terms of the architectural perspective on the Ponsonby mosque, it contains all
the aesthetics of a mosque like a dome, a minaret, in the interior there is Islamic
ornamentation intricated on the walls and glass panels and the doorways are
arched.209 The type of carpet is a surf carpet – which is also known as a prayer rug;
directing the worshippers in which way to pray. Usually, mosques are made to look
“mosque like”; they do not fabricate themselves into their surroundings unless it
located in an Islamic country. For example, in NZ, a mosque would not be able to
have the tuku face patterns like a marae does as a mosque cannot have anything
that is people-based210 . Ponsonby mosque aims to differentiate itself from all the
surroundings in the western world because as soon as one steps into the mosque,
they exclude themselves from the normal life. The colours on the exterior are green
and white, which symbolise peace. There are at least 300 people who come for
Friday prayers usually from central Auckland; people who work from the city.

As one enters, there is a large prayer hall which is the men's prayer space, but if
the room is empty females are more than welcome to pray in there. There is a
shared wash area which they are looking to separate for more privacy. Although in
the last 20 years women have started praying at the mosque for the Friday
prayers and the Tarawih prayers which happen during Ramadan208. The women
are accommodated quite generously at Ponsonby mosque. While at first, the
mosque was only for men, as time has changed, so has the rules. The women’s
area is upstairs with an ablution area. There are two ways to enter the women’s
section, but both these sections pass through the men. The members of the

Patrick Gower, "NZ's Oldest Mosque Gets Modern Twist," NZ Herald, last modified September 3,
2002, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=2352701.
203 Gower, " NZ's Oldest Mosque Gets Modern Twist."
204 Gower, " NZ's Oldest Mosque Gets Modern Twist."
205 Susan Edmonds, "Church Sitting on Property Portfolio Worth Millions," Stuff, last modified
September 4, 2012, https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/105602386/church-sitting-on-propertyportfolio-worth-millions.
206 Edmonds, " Church Sitting on Property Portfolio Worth Millions."

Magda I. Mohsin et al., Financing the Development of Old Waqf Properties: Classical Principles and
Innovative Practices around the World (Basingstoke: Springer, 2016), 147.
208 Smith, " Women in Islam: Equity, Equality, and the Search for the Natural Order," 23.
209 Patrick Gower, "NZ's Oldest Mosque Gets Modern Twist," NZ Herald, last modified September 3,
2002, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=2352701.
210 Mohsin, Financing the Development of Old Waqf Properties: Classical Principles and Innovative
Practices around the World , 147.
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Figure 32: Ponsonby Mosque floor plan (Photo by author)
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Figure 33: Inside Ponsonby Mosque(Photo by author)

Ranui mosque, 31 Armada Dr, Ranui, Auckland - 8/03/19
As the Muslim population in Ranui started to grow in Auckland, so did the need for
more prayer facilities211. In 1989 about 10 Muslim families were living in the areas
of Ranui, Henderson and Massey which are all in West Auckland212. At first, regular
weekly programs were held at people’s houses, then Sahil shah kindly gave up his
home to use as a prayer house for all the west Aucklanders213. All the members of
the community then decided it would be sufficing to start a West Auckland mosque
and Islamic centre and this became the 3rd mosque in NZ214. The planning for the
mosque begun in 1991 then the land was purchased, and construction begun in
1994 and finished in June 1995. The mosque accommodates 400 people and has
30 carparks215.

namaaz as women and men are separated for Arabic lessons. The imam’s wife is an
Alima, so she is qualified to teach. There is also a direct mic set up from the mosque
so that the prayers for Friday, Taraweh, and lectures can be heard by women too.
The mosque has many social events that happen which is the most substantial
aspect of the mosque216. There are the usual Friday prayers, and due to the big
crowd, the mosque struggles to accommodate everyone; therefore, there are
marques and mats set up outside every Friday to help the growing Muslim
population. Another social event Ranui mosque hosts is the Quran competitions for
kids, and recently they have formed a male Muslim youth group217. The purpose of
these social programs is to invite the youth back to the religion and mosque as the
elders feel like in the western influence many kids have lost their way and are
exposed to haram behaviour, for example drugs and alchohol218.

As one enters, there is a foyer where the shoe is all placed; then it leads to a grand
men’s prayer hall. The hall has four partitions which can be divided and closed up
for prayers and gatherings which separates the men and women. The main prayer
hall has a dedicated space for the imam to lead his salah. Further along, there is a
kitchen which is connected to an area which is less than half the area of the
dedicated men’s space; this is the women’s area. Men and women both have
ablution areas.

In terms of architecture, the “mosque architecture” is only expressed in the exterior
with the minaret, domes, and arched window frames. The tower was used back in
the day for prayer calls, but now it is just used for storage. The interiors are very
basic there is nothing architecturally symbolic to represent Islam apart from the
colours used, which are green and white. There is a surf carpet which dictates the
way to pray. Ranui Masjid has recently been approved an extension which will
eliminate the back carpark.

There is a house located on the same land as the mosque; this is referred to as “the
pink house” this is where the imam and his wife live. The upstairs is the living area,
and downstairs is used for the women go for Quran classes, Tarawih prayers, and
"Waiting for the Redirection..," Visitor Anti-robot Validation, accessed May 14, 2019,
https://nzma.kiwi.nz/?page_id=34.
212 " Waiting for the Redirection..."
213 " Waiting for the Redirection..."
214 " Waiting for the Redirection..."
215 " Waiting for the Redirection..."

" Waiting for the Redirection..."
Magda I. Mohsin et al., Financing the Development of Old Waqf Properties: Classical
Principles and Innovative Practices around the World (Basingstoke: Springer, 2016), 148.
218 Magda I. Mohsin et al., Financing the Development of Old Waqf Properties: Classical
Principles and Innovative Practices around the World , 148.
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Figure 34 & 40: Ranui Mosque floor plan with pink house (Photo by author)
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Figure 41: Ranui Mosque interior & the pink house (Photo by author)

Otahuhu mosque, 26 Mangere Rd, Otahuhu, Auckland - 12/03/19
Jamia Masjid Al-Mustafa is a famous mosque in South Auckland. In addition to
providing Islamic education to children, Al-Mustafa aims to administer da’wa work
and to promote and propagate the social, economic, and religious wellbeing of
Muslims.219 The site was purchased some with donations from Muslims families,
mostly from New Zealand and abroad.220 Arabic classes are held every night from
Monday-Friday, which is open to everyone to teach the fundamentals of the
religion, i.e., the Quran, prayer, values, and rituals.221 The mosque has Friday
prayers which is open to every culture not only that they have Milad programs every
Saturday which are separated, sponsored by the people of the community to help
educate everyone about Islam.222

mosque includes: A Cooking area, men’s and women’s prayer space, wash area
separately, funeral area, two small halls, one meeting room and one an office and
another room for Quran classes. Due to the population growth of Muslims in south
Auckland, SAMA is extending the mosque and is adding a multipurpose hall by the
kitchen. This was all possible form the donations giving by the community. It also
has a residence on it and is utilized to accommodate the Imam (priest) and their
families, which is present at most mosques.224 Donations include Friday prayer
Palau’s and dinner night tickets. Sama funeral services is one of the best-known
funeral services in NZ.225
Sama is a parent mosque; most mosques originate from this mosque.226 They say
SAMA is a model of what every mosque aspires to be – everything in the SAMA
mosque has been inspired by Ponsonby mosque.227 Sama has bought properties
that they want to later develop into a retirement village for parents who are
neglected by their children at an old age. SAMA also thinks that there should be
more education centres like Zayed college.228

There are specific women programs on Saturday and Sunday from 10-12.223 Women
also have their Tarawih prayers and listen to the reading of the Quran during
Ramadan and iftar is prepared and served for them and the men too. Men and
women have their entrances and carparks; both are very well facilitated where they
do not have to cross paths. Although the male’s hall is a lot grander then the
women’s hall, the women’s space is still quite lavish too which is not common in
many mosques in Auckland.

The architecture for SAMA is very mosque like and is one of the most beautiful
Sunni mosques in Auckland. There are beautiful chandeliers and Islamic mosaics on
all the walls. The mosque overall is more modern, very new, and well-kept in the
interior and exterior and has every aspect a mosque would have in an Arab country.

The association bases main decisions for the mosque, and they always take the
imams words as they are educated in the field of Islam, which is very fair. The
Tim George, "South Auckland Mosque Opens Doors to Public," Te Waha Nui, last
modified August 29, 2016, http://www.tewahanui.nz/culture/south-auckland-mosqueopens-doors-to-public2.
220
Geroge, " South Auckland Mosque Opens Doors to Public."
221
Geroge, " South Auckland Mosque Opens Doors to Public."
222
Geroge, " South Auckland Mosque Opens Doors to Public."
223
Geroge, " South Auckland Mosque Opens Doors to Public."
224
Geroge, " South Auckland Mosque Opens Doors to Public."

Mohsin, Financing the Development of Old Waqf Properties: Classical Principles and
Innovative Practices around the World , 155.
226
"Waiting for the Redirectiron..," Visitor Anti-robot Validation, accessed May 14, 2019,
https://nzma.kiwi.nz/?page_id=34.
227
"Waiting for the Redirectiron.."
228
Mohsin, Financing the Development of Old Waqf Properties: Classical Principles and
Innovative Practices around the World , 157.
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Figure 42:Otahuhu Mosque floor plan (Photo by author)
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Figure 43: Inside Otahuhu Mosque (Photo by author)

Glendene mosque, 3 Akatea Rd, Glendene, Auckland - 21/03/19
The Glendene mosque has been newly opened, and there is a lot of work and
renovations that are happening at the moment to make the mosque more
accommodating to more brothers and sisters. The men and women of Glendene
mosque have their entrances, so they do not have to cross paths. The men’s space
is very generous, whereas the women’s space is minimal. It would fit around 50
people max. There are showers, wash areas, and a cooking area on the women’s
side which can be a little complicated when the men need to enter to help. The
architecture of the mosque is very domesticated it is a big red rectangle; there are
no significant symbolic architecturally representations of a mosque.

extension was mostly funded donations from Friday Palau’s, dinner nights and open
days.232 To contribute to the community, the mosque has many free days to teach
awareness of Islam and give insight to those who are unaware and are wanting to
learn.233 Despite the fact that the women are very involved in the mosque, there
aren’t any women leaders, this is due to no women wanting to take charge because
of the mutual respect and love for one another but as the community starts to grow
at the mosque Glendene mosques believes there will need to be someone with an
open mind who takes charge and organize the women and share ideas and makes
sure everyone’s voices are heard just like the imam does now . 234

Although there is not much space for women at Glendene mosque, there are many
women programs held there.229 There are Quran groups; they come to pray the five
daily prayers, Taraweh, and other classes which teach the sisters about Islam.230
The women have a big part and say in what happens at the mosque, for example,
Glendene is looking to expand the mosque to accommodate more people and the
women were the ones who decided what would be in the women’s area.231 The

The mosque also offers a place to stay for people who are homeless also for the
people who wish to remain in the last ten days of Ramadan. Due to this, the
mosque needs a lot more renovation to be able to facilitate the people who stay
comfortably.235 It requires much work as it is only started up as an Islamic centre
recently, and this is what the Glendene community strives to do.

Hemayatullah Haqiqzai, "Masjid As-Salam," Masjid Ass Salam Islamic Centre Glendene
Auckalnd | House of Peace!, last modified October 10, 2015,
https://www.salammasjid.co.nz/?page_id=91.
230 Haqiqzai, " Masjid As-Salam."
231 Haqiqzai, " Masjid As-Salam."
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234 Haqiqzai, " Masjid As-Salam."
235 Haqiqzai, " Masjid As-Salam."
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Figure 36: Glendene Mosque floor plan (Photo by author)
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Figure 37: Glendene Mosque womens area (Photo by author)

Summary of the Case Studies
it would become difficult for them to understand and lectures at every mosque
and Islamic centre must be given in English. Finally, more youth programmes that
are available to the women. These are important to drive an individual into Islam
as a lifestyle. There a many male programmes, but for women they are mainly
informal groups that meet up, but they are not necessarily associated with any
physical Islamic building like the males are.

Although there is no normative pattern three out of four of the mosque had the
same qualities as carpet colours with the surf pattern used to direct the
worshippers in which way to pray, the bookshelf and the wooden stairs for imam.
From the observations made at the mosques used in the case studies, these are
the main attributes that were relevant to the women’s Islamic centre; this project
aims to build.

These are all aspects that can be considered into the design to benefit the Islamic
women’s community.

Firstly none of the mosques that are featured within the case study teaches the
community to learn or understand Arabic but in some mosques like Ponsonby and
SAMA; this has recently been introduced. Yes, they indeed learn how to read a
specific type dialect the Quran or prayers. The side effect of this is that it is more
about reciting than learning the Arabic language. An individual can only pray in
this dialect. To ensure that people understand the Quran, there are translations
available. Again, to obtain the best reward from Allah, it is essential to read in this
dialect. Secondly the women's dedicated space is always smaller compared to the
men's space which shows that they are not given an equal amount of space which
discourages the women from coming to the mosque. Thirdly there are no women
leaders present at the mosque apart from alimahs. Although Ponsonby mosque
had a small library, all the case studies did not have any large libraries or halls
which were available for both genders. Even though free mixing is not permitted
in Islam, the mixing of men and women can be controlled in some circumstances
like a prayer or an event that could be held at a hall if there was one available at
the mosque. Another critical factor was the fact that the mosques were culturally
driven, which sometimes would tend to overrule the religious rules. Otahuhu
Mosque and Ranui mosque gave their lectures in Urdu which is common in
mosques that are culturally dominated by Fijian Indians. This is because the old
Indian imams do not know English. For an outsider who has just reverted to Islam,
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These are the locations of the mosques in Auckland. Since this would be the first
Islamic women’s centre in Auckland, it would be good to be located in central
Auckland, so it is easily accessible by everyone in any area. Epsom and Northshore
do not have many mosques, but also those areas do not have a broad Muslim
demographic.

Mount Roskill and its surrounding neighborhoods have a large Muslim demographic
therefore it would be correct to place the centre in that area. Mount Roskill and the
areas surrounding it has a diversity of Muslim centres, although the mosques start
to segregate themselves with them cultures making some mosques feel exclusive;
for example, the Stoddard Road mosque has no dedicated women’s section as they
do not have the space to accommodate the women. The Sandringham mosque is
dedicated mainly to all the food workers around the area as there is a large complex
of halal food stores, butchers and spice shops. Other mosques around the city, a
women’s prayer hall is not an adequate or not present at all.
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Figure 38: Maps of Mosques, Islamic centres & Islamic schools in Auckland (Photo by author)

This map showcases the mosques in central Auckland and the halal foods,
retail stores, and schools around the area. This would help narrow down
a site on where the women’s Islamic centre could be located.
These are the areas that would be ideal for this Islamic centre are as they make a
diverse neighbourhood where Muslims reside.
Mount Roskill
Sandringham
Blockhouse Bay
New Windsor
Onehunga
Hillsborough
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Figure 39: Mosques and necessities in central Auckland (Photo by
author)

From the research above
The site chosen is the corner of Balmoral Road and Dominion Road in Sandrigham.
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Figure 40: North & Qibla sign (Photo by author)
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Figure 41: Site Map 1:1000

The reason for choosing this site is because it has many advantages to it:
It is in a central location and convenient to the motorway meaning
everyone from anywhere can travel to the mosque without any trouble
There are not any mosques that properly accommodate women around the area
It is close to many halal food restaurants, grocery and spice shops
It is close to St Lukes Westfield Shopping centre and the city too
There are a lot of bus stops around the area in walking distance for women
who cannot drive or do not have access to a vehicle

By taking the literature review, precedent study, case studies, and site study into consideration; a brief can now be generated.
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Figure 42: Site map in perspective
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The site:
Balmoral, Sandrigham
The building typology:
Women’s Islamic Centre, which will be only for women of every ethnicity and race who would like to educate themselves about Islam.
Programme
The building itself will have:
Place of prayer as every Islamic centre needs one
Ablution for Muslim women to purify themselves
Kitchen for preparing food for Ramadan and other events the centre will host
Dining area to eat and serve the food prepared
Women’s gym as most gyms are unisex and in Islam, the men and women are segregated
Women’s Islamic clothing store, although there are malls and clothing stores nearby, there are not any stores which sell abayas and scarves
Mixed-use library filled with Islamic books and teachings – this will be the only mixed facility as it aims to be the most prominent Islamic library in
Auckland so it is only fair that the knowledge is available to everyone.
Classrooms that teach Arabic – to read and understand it
halls available for hire for Nikah’s
Day-care for Islamic working women, although there are many day-cares, there are not many Muslim day-cares which take care of a Muslims
dietary and washing needs and by being in a central location it is easily accessible by any mother
a café serving halal food and beverages
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Figure 44: Materiality
Figure 43: Images of materiality (Photo by author)

These are the primary materials this building will infuse. The images on the next page is an inspiration on how to incorporate these materials into the
Islamic centre, which has also been incorporated in the precedents.
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Figure 52: Inspiration for Materiality (Photo by Pinterest)

This is what the chosen site currently looks like. The current buildings on this site
are The Warehouse, a fruit and vegetable shop and a hair salon which the council
is already looking to demolish to build the new Panuku development due to the
housing crisis in Auckland.236 Opposite that there is a bar with a liquor store and a
catering service. As consuming alcohol is against Islam, having a bar and liquor store
would not be accepted and will have to be removed or blocked.237

"Project Chapter • Panuku Development Auckland," Shaping Spaces for Aucklanders to
Love • Panuku Development Auckland, last modified April 14, 2019,
https://www.panuku.co.nz/projects/dominion-and-valley-roads/chapter/about-newhomes-proposed-on-dominion-and-valley-roads

"The Social System and Morality of Islam," Middle East Institute,
last modified July 13, 2016,
https://www.mei.edu/publications/social-system-and-morality-islam
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Figure 53: Site map labelling important buildings 1:1000 (Photo by author)

This map displays the different types of services around the chosen site. On the
right side there are more residential properties whereas on the left there are more
commercial buildings which distinguishes that the right is more of a private space
and the left is more of a public space. At the front of the site, there are potters park
which is very open making the northern part of the site publicized. This could be
used as the main entrance.
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Figure 54: Site map - Usage of building types 1:1000 (Photo by author)
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This is the council map showing the public amenities, bus stops and taxi stands,
roads and how busy they get, council-owned buildings and carparks, residential
buildings, restaurants, and government and social housing.
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Figure 55: Site map - Auckland Council 1:1000 (Photo by author)
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This is the cultural map which represents the different cultures that inhabit this
site which is what makes it so diverse.
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Figure 56: Site map - Cultural 1:1000 (Photo by author)
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Proposed site mapping
essential groceries. Besides the apartments, there is an alleyway creating a soft
partition between the site and the apartments which can be used as a pickup and
drop of zone for women who cannot drive or women who want to drop off their
kids to daycare. The residents of the apartment will also have their parking. The
shops on the ground floor of the Panuku development will be the only mixedgender areas. This alley also creates a partition between the mixed-gender and
women’s only spaces.

Firstly, the warehouse, fruit, and vegetable shop have been demolished as per the
council's plans to make way for the Panuku development.
This specific development (the Dominion Valley) plans to have 102 apartments and
nine shops on the bottom floor.238 The Panuku development is planning to exhibit
how higher housing intensity on a site with many advantages like public transport,
restaurants, and places of employment which can benefit the community in many
ways.239 This project is focusing on incorporating key public transport roads as it is
only 4km away from Auckland’s CBD, landscape architecture, urban design, and
architecture.240

The bar and liquor store have been partitioned off as in Islam, alcohol is prohibited,
and the catering service which is already present is not halal.

For this specific project, these apartments will be dedicated to Muslim women in
refugee, Muslim single mothers who are struggling for their families and for
international Muslim women who have come to study from abroad. The bottom
floor will have a Muslim women’s clothing shop, a convenience store containing

A tram track has also been introduced for future development as Jacinda Ardern
has promised tram tracks going from Mount Roskill to the city then to the airport
by 2021 to avoid traffic congestion as Dominion Road and Balmoral Road can get
very busy during peak hours. However, realistically the trams will not come into
action till 2025.

"Project Chapter • Panuku Development Auckland," Shaping Spaces for
Aucklanders to Love • Panuku Development Auckland, last modified April 14,
2019, https://www.panuku.co.nz/projects/dominion-and-valleyroads/chapter/about-new-homes-proposed-on-dominion-and-valley-roads.
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"Project Chapter • Panuku Development Auckland,"
"Project Chapter • Panuku Development Auckland,"
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Figure 57: Site map - Future 1:1000 (Photo by author)
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In this day and age, urban settings have been divided by soft and hard edges. This
is to ensure privacy to the occupants, as a response to the transparency of the
public space for the people who inhabit the area. The results of these analytical
approaches will be applied to plan out the landscape for this specific site.
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Figure 59: Connecting radians on site (Photo by author)

Figure 58: Intensity of traffic flow on site (Photo by author)
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Figure 60: Third largest mosque in Karachi being built (Photo by Arab news)

This chapter will now address the design attributes will be used for the Islamic
centre, then a range of concepts will be designed and developed to perfect the
design outcome for the womens Islamic centre.
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Prayer hall, Ablution & shoe space
In a prayer space, many things need to be considered with the praying space: a
place to place shoes and ablution. In a prayer hall, it is merely empty with no
furniture apart from a bookshelf with the required books in it. The central aspect
that needs to be considered in a prayer space in the direction of mecca (qibla) as
they need to be in unbroken rows that are filled one after another. They much be
parallel and aligned carefully, and this is done by the flooring material to give people
an indication of where to place themselves. The average size of a prayer mat is
about 120cm by 50cm.
Secondly the placement of the shoes, which is usually the most under-designed
space in the facility241. Worshippers take their shoes of put them in shoe racks then
enter the prayer space after they collected them from the shelves and put them on
and leave. A prayer space is usually a lobby in the facility which should be able to
facilitate a large number of users to allow concurrent activity of people taking off
and putting on their shoes which means a space width of around 200cm in front of
the shoe rack. 242
This diagram indicates the clean and non-clean zones243. The clean zones are the
areas where the users are not wearing their shoes; that is why the shoe rack is
located outside the line separating the two areas244. Architecturally this separation
line is defined by a change of floor finish, door, or a partition245.
For this spacial diagram qibla is directed towards north.

Figure 61: Clean and dirty areas in a prayer space (Photo by author)

Mokhtar Ahmed, "Design Guidelines for Ablution Spaces in Mosques and Islamic Praying
Facilities," 2005, 3, accessed August 29, 2019, https://archnet.org/publications/5190
242Ahmed, " Design Guidelines for Ablution Spaces in Mosques and Islamic Praying
Facilities,," 3.

Ahmed, " Design Guidelines for Ablution Spaces in Mosques and Islamic Praying
Facilities,," 3.
244 Ahmed, " Design Guidelines for Ablution Spaces in Mosques and Islamic Praying
Facilities,," 3.
245 Ahmed, " Design Guidelines for Ablution Spaces in Mosques and Islamic Praying
Facilities,," 3.
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Ablution
Finally, the ablution; which is used optionally as most worshippers prefer always to
be cleansed even before coming to the mosque. While performing wudu among
other parts, the feet need to be cleaned, so if the ablution is not well designed; it
can become a hazard. Many issues need to be considered and addressed in
developing a wudu area for one comfortable dimension for various models of the
ablution station, the materials used and water conservation. There is a rule of
thumb that applies only to mosques. Dr Ibraheem advises using a ratio of 1:25
which means one ablution unit for every 25m2 of the praying area246. This model
presented take a small area in plan and is the most efficient. The user stands in front
of the barrier or sits on it. The tap is higher than usual dimensions which reduces
bending over. The barrier is low, so it makes it easier to lift the feet to the faucet.
There is also a shelf on top for the user's belongings and to support their bodies
while they raise their feet. The floor oncoming should prevent the users from
slipping. This model is also a little cost, and the most comfortable to use as the
wetting of clothes particularly for girls with skirts and abayas is minimized.
There needs to be an ideal relationship between these spaces, or it could be an
unsafe and uncomfortable prayer facility design. These are diagrams of acceptable
relationships.

Figure 62: Set up for an Ablution stall – in inches (Ahmed Mokhtar)

Mokhtar Ahmed, "Design Guidelines for Ablution Spaces in Mosques and Islamic Praying
Facilities," 2005, 3, accessed August 29, 2019, https://archnet.org/publications/5190
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Here is a table representing the required space for each room:

ROOM

SPACE PER PERSON

HOW MANY PEOPLE IN A
SPACE

MINIMUM AMOUNT OF M2
NEEDED FOR ROOM

Classroom

2.3m2

15

35m2

Gym

14.6m2

30

438m2

Prayer room

4m2

100

400m2

Ablution

5m2

10

50m2

Hall

4m2

100

400m2

Café

1.84m2

50

92m2

Daycare

2.5m2

30

75m2

Library

6.93m2

100

693m2

Toilets

3.3m2

3

9.9m2
Figure 63: Required area for each space in the Islamic Centre (Table by various)
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Taking into consideration the design precedent studies, literature review, and the brief a method to starting a design can begin.
The aesthetical cues chosen from this chart will set the design guidelines on site:

Columns as they could represent the pillars of Islam
Structural arches both used in the marae, church, and mosque to determine entryways.

Figure 64: Columns & arches in a marae & mosque (Photo by author)
Ornamentation and the methods in both
Islamic calligraphy and Māori carvings to represent both the culture and the religion respectfully – from the precedents the Māori carvings which are not face
orientated.
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Figure 65: Ornamentation - carvings and calligraphy (Photo by author)

Functions like eating, sleeping, praying and cleansing
A tower to hold the significance of a prayer call.

Figure 66: Minaret & Bell tower (Photo credit unknown)
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These are the Māori symbols that can be implemented in this design with their meaning as they are not face orientated:

Figure 67: Māori symbols with meaning (Photo credit known)
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These cover the primary visual cues of the design.
In terms of function and spaces; they all will somehow represent an aspect/s of the five pillars of Islam: Faith, Prayers, Zakat, Ramadan, and Hajj.
FAITH
Library – creating
awareness and
educating about the
faith

PRAYERS
Prayer hall –
providing a place for
women to pray and
congregate

ZAKAT
Kitchen- providing
halal food for the
community

RAMADAN
Kitchen – giving food
for breaking fast

HAJJ
Classroom –
preparing the women
for hajj

Classrooms – to teach
kids and adults to
read and understand
Arabic and about
Islam

Ablution – For
women to cleanse
themselves before
praying

Daycare – giving back
to the parents of the
community by
ensuring their kids
are safe and being
raised Islamically

Dining – a place for
women to sit and eat

Library – educating
women on what to
expect and sharing
experiences through
stories

Women’s Islamic
clothing store –
showing women how
to dress modestly

Hall – available for
prayers if needed and
for Islamic events,
e.g., Milad

Dining - a place for
women to sit and eat

Café - providing food
for breaking fast

Hall – available for a
Nikah which an
Islamic marriage is
Women’s Gym – as
women and men are
usually segregated in
Islam
Figure 68: How each space will represent the five pillars of Islam (Photo by author)
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Transitions and Partitions
to separate the Islamic centre to the free publicity from drivers to people walking
by on the street need to be established whether it is through landscape or
architecture. A partition can be created through a gradient in the land or by a wall.
These are the possible ways that a partition can be created by using landscaping to
separate the site.

The location of the site is hectic and open to the public, because this project is
designing an Islamic women centre, creating partitions and transitions on the site

See figures below:

Transitions: the space between two larger or more programmatically significant
spaces; to differentiate two or more different spaces.247 They are often an aesthetic
or functional statement. 248Frank Lloyd wright’s Darwin house is an example of the
transition of privacy and indoor and outdoor.249

Figure 69: Transitions - Hill & Concave (Photo by author)
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"What is a Transition Space in Architecture?," Quora - A Place to
Share Knowledge and Better Understand the World, last modified
September 3, 2006, https://www.quora.com/What-is-a-transitionspace-in-architecture.
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"What is a Transition Space in Architecture?,"
"What is a Transition Space in Architecture?,"

Soft partitions: Partitions which are easily moved and subtle in distinguishing separate spaces, these soft partitions can `be used
in the site to separate spaces and create delicate sections of garderns to give the users spaces they can relax or roam around.
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Figure 70: Soft partitions – Green screen, hedge, planter (Photo by author)

Hard partitions: Permanent partitions, that are bold and very
obvious a fence or a wooden partition can be used to permanently
or make it evident that one is trying to separate a space. 251

Figure 71: Hard partitions - Screen & fence (Photo by author)
250

“What is a Transition Space in Architecture?," Quora - A Place to Share Knowledge and Better

Figure 71: Hard Partitions (Photo by author)

Understand the World, last modified September 3, 2006, https://www.quora.com/What-is-a-transition-space-in-architecture.
“What is a Transition Space in Architecture?,"
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For this specific project, these transitions are important as it will help signify the
transition from a hijab to a non-hijab. Muslim women are required to be in hijab
when in the public eye, but in this women’s Islamic centre, they will be able to
take it off.

This diagram represents what part of a partition should be more denser as when a
woman is out of her hijab her hair is shown, and that’s the part that should be
covered from the public eye, whereas the bottom of the partition can be of a
lower density as through there you will only be able to see the feet or the bottom
of their clothing which is acceptable.

It is also important to consider how the site will be blocked off from the public
ultimately to ensure women feel safe and comfortable without a hijab.

An example of a higher to lower
density screen as shown below

Figure 72: Where the partition should be denser for women without a hijab (Photo by author)
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Figure 73: High to low density screen examples (Photo by author)

These will help to organize and create a program for the courtyard.
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One of the main themes of this project is based on the relationship and distinguishing the public and private spaces; therefore the first step is by creating a gradual transition
which is made by concaving the site this will create the separation from the rest of the land forming the Islamic centre seem separate and more private as shown below:

Figure 74: Short Section of site before 1:500 (Photo by author)

Figure 75: Section of site after: 1:500 (Photo by author)

These short sections are showing the current site, and the site after the partitioning through the landscape has been made. The site is now concaved giving the site more
privacy as it is not viewed from eye level by anyone nearby outside the facility.
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Long sectional showing the current site and the site after developments made to it. Both these images represent the relationship of the site with the park and its
surroundings.

Figure 76: Long section of site before 1:500 (Photo by author)

Figure 45: Long section of site after 1:500 (Photo by author)

For this specific project, these transitions are important as it will help signify the transition from a hijab to a non-hijab. As Muslim women are
required to be in hijab when in the public eye but in this women’s Islamic centre they will be able to take it off.
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Taking into consideration the sun direction, wind direction, traffic, and pedestrian
flow, 25 concepts were drafted up, which could potentially be developed into the
site. The grey shaded area represents the liquor store which is currently on the site.
This will be partitioned off as alcohol is considered to be haram in Islam meaning
the liquor store will serve no purpose to the Islamic centre, but at the same time
the fact that New Zealand is a western country needs to be considered, and this
Islamic centre needs to fabricate itself around New Zealand culture.
These concepts consider:
Site access from the roads
The public and private spaces
Parking
Qibla
Local amenities
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Figure 78: Concepts in plan (Photo by author)
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Figure 79: Concepts in perspective (Photo by author)

From the concepts, five were chosen to be developed further. These were selected
on the basis that it provides privacy from the outside world and provides a sufficient
private courtyard for women as this will be their space to roam freely around
without a hijab on outdoors. After, the Chosen concepts were merged to create
more developments improving the privacy, spacial usage, and outdoor space. At
the bottom are the two final developments that will be carefully analyzed to see
which one works best.
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Figure 80: Development in plan (Photo by author)
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Figure 81: Development in perspective (Photo by author)

Development 1
The form of the building encloses the site to help aid
the Islamic centre from public viewers to
accommodate privacy for the female users of this
facility better. The hard partition is also used to block
off the café and catering services as we need to be
tolerant of the other surrounding buildings. There
are two entrances from Balmoral road one is an entry
for cars whereas the other is an entry for pedestrians
who have travelled by bus and gotten off at the bus
stop across the road which is also the main entrance.
Another entry is from Rocklands avenue which leads
to the car park, and the final entry is from the park
from dominion road for pedestrians travelling from
the restaurants or by foot. The alleyway also works
as a partition to separate the mixed-use space from
the gender-specific space. The apartments will have
shops underneath which will be accessible by
anyone, so it is crucial to create the partition
between the two to ensure women are guaranteed
their privacy in the Islamic centre. The building
between the main form and the apartments can act
as a security/reception which also serves as a
transition from the mixed-use space to the women’s
only space.
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Figure 82: Development 1 on site plan 1:1000 (Photo by author)
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Figure 83: Development 1 on site perspective (Photo by author)

The first development encloses the site with the
shape of the building; it also showcases how the
soft and hard partitions work to keep the
building private for the women. The brown lines
represent a marae arching frame canopy which
will allow the women to be in the outdoor space
at any time as Auckland’s weather can be very
unpredictable. There is also a free outdoor area
towards the back of the site. The parking is
located in the back. The soft partition on the
right-hand side separates the site, and the
reason for it not being completely blocked off is
due to the building facing towards the Islamic
centre having a blank wall so nothing can be
seen.
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Figure 84: Plan showcasing landscaping (Photo by author)
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Figure 85: Perspective of development 1 (Photo by author)

Apartments:
On the bottom floor of the apartment building, there will be a halal cafe, library, a
convenience store, and a reception for the residents of the Panuku development.
This will be the only mixed-gender area.
On the ground floor, I’ve placed the more public spaces which can be used and
accessed by everyone
Women’s Library Space for the women who are uncomfortable studying
in the mixed library, so they can grab their readings and come to the
women’s only zone.
Women’s Gym
Reception for the newcomers to the Islamic centre
Offices for people to manage the centre as its multipurpose
The Islamic shop is facing the main road - this gives the public something
too; although this centre is exclusive to Islamic women, we do not want
the public to feel completely excluded.
A storage for stock
Ablution before prayers
A prayer room
The first floor is where the more private spaces are
Daycare for Muslim working women and single mothers
A balcony for outdoor activities for the children at the daycare and for
other members to relax outside
A hall to hire for Islamic marriages and other Islamic events
Kitchen and dining to serve and cook for Ramadan or an event
An ablution
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Apartments Ground Floor

First Floor

Ground Floor

Figure 86: Floor plans of development 1 1:200 (Photo by author)
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Development 2
Unlike the first development, this one blocks the site
from the edges giving it privacy and has a walkway
through the middle which funnels the people into the
central courtyard.
Like the first development there are two entrances
from Balmoral road one is an entry for cars and the
other is an entry for pedestrians who have travelled
by bus and gotten off at the bus stop across the road.
Another entry is from Rocklands Avenue, which leads
to the central car park; finally, the entry is from the
park from dominion road for pedestrians travelling
from the restaurants or by foot. This developments
forms are separated meaning that the public and
private can be separated; for example the public
spaces like the reception and the Islamic shops would
be towards Balmoral road and as one walk into the
site it would be where the gym and women’s library
space would be.
Again, there is a hard partition block of the liquor
store and the café.
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Figure 87: Development 2 on site 1:1000 (Photo by author)

Figure 88: Development 2 on site perspective. (Photo by author)
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With the second development, the spaces have
been divided with bridges connecting them. In
the middle, there is a space that funnels the
users of the space into the central courtyard
and the Islamic centre. There is a large canopy
made out of marae arching frames in the
central courtyard to give the space some
outdoor shelter. The building can be entered
from the front, the carpark and the side facing
the apartments.
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Figure 89: Plan showcasing landscaping (Photo by author)
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Figure 90: Perspective of development 2 (Photo by author)

Apartments:
On the bottom floor of the apartment building, there will be a halal cafe, library, a
convenience store, and a reception for the residents of the Panuku development.
This will be the only mixed-gender area.
Similarly, like the first development, the public spaces are on the ground floor
Women’s Library Space for the women who are uncomfortable studying
in the mixed library, so they can grab their readings and come to the
women’s only zone.
Women’s Gym
Reception for the newcomers to the Islamic centre
Offices for people to manage the centre as its multipurpose
A few shops which are facing the main road - this gives the public
something too; although this centre is exclusive to Islamic women, we do
not want the public to feel completely excluded.
A storage for stock
Foyers to break the spaces up
In a separate part of the centre there will be:
Ablution before prayers
A prayer room
The first floor is where the more private spaces are
Daycare for Muslim working women and single mothers
A balcony for outdoor activities for the children at the daycare and for
other members to relax outside
Kitchen and dining to serve and cook for Ramadan or an event
A bridge leading to the toilets and the daycare
In a separate part of the centre there will be:
A hall to hire for Islamic marriages and other Islamic events
An ablution
A bridge leading to the kitchen and dining
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Apartments Ground Floor

First Floor

Ground Floor

Figure 91: Floor plans of development 2 (Photo by author)
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Summary of development 1
While designing the floor plan and mapping out spaces, there were struggles in
giving appropriate and comfortable areas to each allocated space. The aspects from
this design that can be further developed are the enclosed yet outdoor courtyard
and the balcony, but as a building, this would be unsuccessful as the spaces are too
small and would be able to accommodate enough Muslim women comfortably.

Based on the comments from the final presentation before examination, these are
aspects that also need to be considered into the final design: The direction of the
qibla needs to be given more importance as this is something that cannot be
changed at all. This could be done by designing the building to orientate towards
the qibla. Also, after analysing the site carefully, the liquor store will now be
removed as alcohol is prohibited in Islam and by removing this there will be more
area to build the Islamic centre.

Summary of development 2
Out of the two, development two is the most successful for many reasons. Firstly,
the fact that the building is funneling the occupants is more inviting and adds a hint
of curiosity to it. Secondly Separating the prayer hall from the rest, the building
makes it stand out and gives it importance. Thirdly everything is well spaced out
and given enough area for the women to move around comfortably.
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Figure 92: Atmospheric sketch of prayer hall (Photo by author)

From the two developments, this is the final development which will be again
developed into the final design. The site is yet again enclosed providing privacy for
the women inhabiting the place. The wall facing the public will be where the shops
will be to ensure that they do not feel excluded from the centre even though it will
be solely for Muslim women. The main entrance is slightly hidden away which also
makes the facility private. At the back of the building there is a carpark which can
be accessed from balmoral road through the partitioning road created in between
the apartments and the Islamic centre and Rocklands Avenue.
The shape of the building was mainly developed to make sure that the prayer room
would be facing qibla.
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Figure 93: Site map of final developement 1:1000 (Photo by author)

Like the second development, the spaces again have been divided
into three separate buildings. The entrance is from northeast of
the site, and this funnels the users into the central courtyard
space.
Materiality and façade has now been introduced into this design.
The main façade will be metal screens which will allow light to
come into the building. The design of the screen is a repeated
pattern of the “koru” which represents the new life of this first
women's Islamic centre in New Zealand, peace and purity which is
what Islam promotes and spirituality which will be one of the
factors this Islamic centre would like to bestow on its attendees.
The timber is used to block out the private spaces like the toilets,
ablutions and corridors leading to offices for staff of the Islamic
centre. Due to the building being a partition to the public itself,
the soft and hard partitions are used to block out the residential
areas and to organize the spaces within the site. The inspiration of
the grass being designed comes from the traditional geometric
Islamic garderns with the fountain in the centre.
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Figure 94: Plan zoomed in showcasing courtyard & façade (Photo by author)
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Figure 95: Perspective of final development (Photo by author)

Similarly, like the other two developments, the public spaces are on the ground
floor
In the first part of the centre there will be:
Women’s Library Space for the women who are uncomfortable studying
in the mixed library, so they can grab their readings and come to the
women’s only zone.
Women’s Gym
In the second part of the centre there will be:
Reception for the newcomers to the Islamic centre
Offices for people to manage the centre as its multipurpose
A few shops which are facing the main road - this gives the public
something too; although this centre is exclusive to Islamic women, we do
not want the public to feel completely excluded.
A storage for stock
Foyers to break the spaces up
In the last part of the centre there will be:
Ablution before prayers
A prayer room
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Apartments Ground Floor

Ground Floor

Figure 96: Ground floor plans of final development 1:200 (Photo by author)
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The first floor is where the more private spaces are
In the first part of the centre there will be:
Daycare for Muslim working women and single mothers
A balcony for outdoor activities for the children at the daycare and for
other members to relax outside
Toilets and a changing room for the daycare and the staff at the daycare
In the second part of the centre there will be:
Kitchen and dining to serve and cook for Ramadan or an event
Storage for food for large events that would be held at the centre
In a separate part of the centre there will be:
A hall to hire for Islamic marriages and other Islamic events
An ablution
A bridge is leading to the kitchen and dining so that after prayers or a
function it would be easily accessed by the guests.
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First Floor

Apartments Ground Floor

Figure 97: First floor plans of final development 1:200 (Photo by author)
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The ground floor plan in more detail:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Prayer room facing qibla
Hall way with stairs and lift leading to the first floor
Toilets with ablution
Lounge and foyer area for the staff of the facility
Toilets for staff
Shops for the public
Storage for stock for the shops
Reception and offices for staff to manage the Islamic centre
Womens separate library space with toilets
Hallway and foyer with stairs going to the first floor
Womens only gym
Toilets and showers for women
Grocery store for the residients at panuku
Reception for the Panuku development
Mixed gender library
Mixed gender cafe

Ground Floor

Apartments Ground Floor

Figure 98: Detailed plan of ground floor 1:100
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The first floor plan in more detail:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
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1: Hall for events and can be used for praying which is also facing qibla
2: Hall way with stairs and lift leading to the first floor
3: Toilets with ablution
Bridge leading to the dining room and kitchen
Toilets
Dining room for events and Ramadan
Large kitchen
Storage for bulk food to cater for large events like weddings
Balconly
Daycare
Kitchen for the daycare – to prepare food for kids and staff
Changing area and toilets
Hallway
Grocery store for the residents at panuku
Reception for the Panuku development
Mixed gender library
Mixed gender cafe

First Floor

Apartments Ground Floor

Figure 99: Detailed plan of first floor 1:100
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Figure 100: Final development section 1:500
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Figure 101: Auburn Gallipoli Mosque (Photo by author)
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This project has attempted to create an Islamic Centre that fits into the context of New
Zealand, while at the same time being able to give women their private space where
they can freely express themselves. Just as importantly however is the ability to be able
to provide this space, while at the same time give to the Islamic woman the same equal
rights as Islamic men would have in an Islamic Centre or mosque.

all these multicultural elements led to the creation of meaningful spaces for women,
which not only adheres to Islamic and New Zealand architecture but also offers a safe
learning environment that can enhance the comfort of Islamic women too.
By exploring forms and shapes that create privacy from the busy site, a space was able
to be created that responds to the complex nature of the conditions of the design and
build. This exploration was also completed in order to develop realisations from it, then
to be able to incorporate these findings to show an understanding of Islamic
architectural concepts, New Zealand architecture and the planning of a new mosque
that sits within the specific Islamic principles that govern it.

For the aims to be successful, a safe, secure, and private learning space had to be
created, in a manner that was in keeping to Islamic principals and religious needs. This
was to reflect the community felt concern following the Christchurch mosque attacks,
to ensure that women could see themselves as included and equal in their religious
practices. As well as adhering to Islamic cultural requirements, but as importantly feel
secure in a like-minded community group.

Throughout the project, by continually evaluating the Islamic laws, principals, and the
essential religious, gender and cultural expectations, a safe, secure and appropriate
concept was developed. In addition to ensuring all the relevant spaces in a mosque were
addressed, adding the New Zealand and Māori culture into the concept and
incorporating how simplicity is expressed in Islam, the ultimate combination of all of
these elements were all aspects in helping to create a successful design which met all
the aims and objectives.

Using a mixture of materials like natural timbers and tiles, along with architectural
aspects such as arches and columns, this, in turn, created a combination of
contemporary forms and spacial experiences that would fit into the site. These are all
elements that are widely recognized as part of both Islamic and New Zealand
architecture, while at the same time respects that same architecture and the religion
positively. The blend of
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168
Site map 1:1000
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Long section with context 1:100
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Short section with context 1:100
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Axonometric spaces in detail
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Front view exterior perspective

176
Birds eye view showing access
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Front view exterior perspective
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Courtyard exterior perspective
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Ablution interior perspective
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Prayer hall interior perspective

181
Hall interior perspective

182
Library interior perspective

183
Cafe interior perspective

184
Islamic shop interior perspective
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